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DAILY REGISTER
CIE, KY., WEDNESDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 4. 1966. VOL 22, NO. 134SCHOOL TRUSTEES
Meeting of the Educational
Board Last Evening.
INTERESTING MONTHLY
REPORT OF SUPT. LIEB.
'-Question Raised as to Right of
Board to Deposit its Money
Where it Pleased.
PROF. MARVIN RAGSDALE
ELECTED A PRINCIPAL.
Supt. Lieb, of the public school,
rendered his monthly report at the
session of the trustees last evening,
in the Washington building on West
Broadway, and the statement was the
first since opening of the schools sev-
eral %seeks ago. He reported that
the schools started off with consider-
able confusion, the major portion of
which emenated from the scare re-
sulting from scarlet fever visiting the
city. As to the enrollment though he
says it is larger than last year when
schools opened, but the exact num-
ber now studying cannot be told
accurately until the teachers and prin-
cipals next Friday hand in their re-
ports, the scholastic month closing on
that day. He thinks it an unwise ides
for parents to take their children
out of school on account of the little
fever scare, and then subject the little
• ones to greater and more dangerous
exposure by permitting them to run
at large, especially among the huge
crowds of last week at the carnival.
In this connection he informed the
•trustees that every building in the
city had been thoeoeghly fumigated
and placed in thoroughly healthy con-
dition as regards fever germs. Tough-
kig upoa_ the inferior sanitation, at
the Longfellow building he is of the
opinion it will never be satisfactory
until there is placed larger pipes in
the water closet department, so big-
ger streams of water can flush the
stools and carry away the deposit
settling there where heretofore the
pipes have been entirely too small to
completely cleanse the urns. In con-
nection with the crowded condition
of the respective buildings he urged
• that more desks be bought to seat the
overflow which congests things with
the present curtailed facilities for
their comfort. From his report it
seems the teachers have all entered
upon this new year's work with en-
thusiasm and energy, indicative of a
successful and beneficial session. The
superintendent requestA the board
to have water tanks placed in all the
buildings so the children can get
enough to drink during study hours,
• and also hsve hydrants in the yard to
amply suppby the 'demand while the
little ones are at play. Closing his
report Prof. Lieb stated that there
were only one or two clocks in good
condition in all the buildings, and he
thought sOmething should be done in
• this matter. He advocated erecting
in the hail of each bpilding a clock
that would strike loud enough for the
tol/ to be heard in the rooms. He
wants one of the electrically operated
clocks which would satisfy the needs.
His report was received and the
recommendations taken up afterwards
during the session.
Chairman Arch Sutherland, of the
finance committee, rendered..,a state-
ment of the monetary condition of
the schools, it showing Si 1.429 bal-
e ance on hand September tst. while
during that month $73.as was colleat-
ed. $3.838.66 expended. which ler*,in the strong-box at present a bal-
ance of $7.664.2o •
The payroll for the teachers and
other attaches was allowed for the
scholastic month, it being $3,3o5.39.
Accounts amounting to 0164.tt were
allowed also.
The heating plant in the basensent
of the new McKinley building in Mie-
chanicsburg has been completely in-
stalled by Contractor Edward Han-
nan, but not officially accepted yetby the trustees. It cost $1,994, butthe board allowed only $1,595.20, and
retain 20 per cent of the cost until itis shown that everything ivories **tie-factorily, and the outfit o.fficial/y ac-
cepted. This will shortly be done, asit is in first class condition.
The 'petition of inferior plastering
on the walls of the McKinley building
was bronght up. Sept. Fred Royer,
of the school buildings, reporting thatth.e plastering was in dark splotches
alk in different places, while every fewfeet it was so soft dould be scrapedfrom the vita* with dries finger-nan.
Mr. Hoyer .i.a under the impression
that the plasterers tialtd putty or
chalk in mixing their cement, so as to
nrelte if ehhere closely tethi walla.
410111)(1714
-111,4 Mat coat gv. on is a&letntll
right and of the Proper kind of ce-
ment, as it hardened well and cannotbe cut off with a knife hardly, while
the second coat is soft in different
places and easily knocked off. Mr.
Hoyer believes this soft outside coat-ing can be scrapped off and better
plastering put on, and to do this the
trustees withheld $1so Of the moneydue the contractors. It was then or-
dered that the Paducah Construction
company, which erected the school,
be allowed the balance of $3,437 due
them, less about $2co additional thatis to be hsld back to satisfy some liti-
gation that has arisen. 
•
Marketmaster Frank Smedley, of
the city, has presented the school
board with the bell taken from the
old markethouse that was torn down
to make room for the new market.
This bell is to be placed in the belfry
of the McKinley building, and the
board ordered a card of thanks sent
Mr. Smedley for the kind donatioa,
which is a needed one.
After making the allowances for the
new bitilding, and the heating plant,
the board found they had a deficit on
hand in their treasury, and empower-
ed President Harry Williamson and
Secretary Pitcher to borrow as such
as $i,soo which they think will run
the school until the trustees get their
money due them from city taxes and
also that due from the state school
fund.
Along with the discussion of money
matters, Trustee Sutherland raised
the point at to his belief that the
school board had the authority to
select its own bank to deposit there-
in the school fends. The municipal
government empowers the city treas-
urer to select a depository for public
deposits, and in there goes the school
funds also When the school wants
to borrow money the present deposi-
tory, American-perman National
bank, charges them interest, while on
the other hand when the school has
thousands of dollars on hand the
bank gets the use of same without
having to pay any interest thereon.
Mk. Sitherland believed if the school
board could select its own depository
and let whatever bank they designat-
ed use their surplus money, that the
_board could borrow money without
paying intertet, when a deficit arose.
Talks were made along this line, but
action is the premises was deferred
until a later date.
There was accepted the resignation
of Professor Albert t Rouse..princi-
pal of the hfcKinley building in Me-
chanicsburg, he having resigned his
school place to enter other business
pursuits. On the resignation being
accepted, Professor Marvin Ragadale
was elected to fill the vacancy He at
presenrls superintendent of the pub-
lic schools for the county, but will
give up that place to take the prin-
cipalship at the McKinley building.
He takes charge next Monday, while
Mr. Rouse steps out the coming Fri-
day.
Always heretofore the school bosgd
has had much trouble resofrding pu-
pils who have to pay tuition to enter
the schools which are maintained by
taxes paid by Paducahans Many
times pupils from the country or
other towns come here to remain
with relatives and attend the public
schools so they can get benefit of
same. Tuition is charged out-of-
town scholars, but as complications
arise in this connection, the board
selected a committee of Williamson,
Pitch., and Sutherland to investigate
the case of every out-of-town child in
order to see whether they shall be
admitted to the building free of
charge, or be compelled to pay the
Ninon exacted. It is hard to draw
the distinction line if a thorough in-
vestigation is not given every doubt-
ful case.
Secretary Pitcher read the Corn-
munication, received bs,- The school
board from the city hoard of health,
calling attention of the trustees to the
bad sanitary conditions prevailing
around many of the public school
buttings, and asking that remedia
steps be taken by the trustees. On the
board of health's communication be-
ing read, Chairman Mattison of the
sanitary committee stated he had vis-
ited the different buildings and found
thc ventilation very ill at the Gar-
field building. whjle the urinal troughs
It the Lee building are in had shape.
As to the Jefferson and Lincoln build-ings he said things were akight. At
the Jefferson building on Fifth and
!tentacles, avenue, things were in in-
ferior condition until there was out in
by the plumbers, larger pipes so big-
ger flows of water could gush through
the water sloset urns and carry away
the unhealthy deposits that would ac-
curnindate tieeaule the small pipingdid not permit of entrance of suffi-
cient water flow. Contractor Hannan
has remedied the condition of things
ad the last metioned ,sehooI.
Abost sevitntsjr-five new desks were
ordered, for use at the different build-ings where a, crovrtiett -coadition ex-ists, while 'Sueerinfendent Lich was
1 (6111i5i
AUSTRIA DOOMED?
Partition of Country Be-
tween Germany-Russia
FIXED BY SECRET TREATY,
IF HUNGARY BREAKS OFF
The Appointed Hungarians by Em-
peror King Has Complicated
the Situation Very Much.
ARE UNWILLING TO
COMPROMISE DIFFERENCES
St. Petersburg, Oct. 3.—A states-
man high in the confidence of the
czar says that the czar and the kai-
ser have signed a secret treaty relat-
ing to the partition of Austria. It is
supposed that the treaty involves no
purpose wantonly to interfer with
the Austrian-Hungarian status quo,
but provides a plan of Russian and
German action in the event of a break
up of the (1401 monarchy, the unset-
tled condition of which is at present
occupying the anxious attention of
the European governments.
Refuse to Accept the Terms.
Budapest, Oct. 3.—Today's great
coalition conference assembled amid
genera' indications of tremendous
popular interest. All the leaders of
the movement were present.
The first resolution presented at
the gathering approves the actions of
the parliamentary leaders who were
snubbed by the emperor-king and
agrees that it is morally impossible
for the coalition representatives to
settle on Franz-Josef's terms. It
also denounces the advisers of the
crown who suggested those terms.
The second resolution declares that
the attitude of the king is unconstitu-
tional, particularly his assumption
that i( is impossible to accept the
Hungarian language as the language
of command for Hungarian troops.
Such an impossibility, it says, could
be created only by the crown's re-
sponsible advisers with the consent
of the Hungarian parliament. More-
over, it asserts, any alteration of the
compromise of 1867, following the
previous agreement with Austria,
would be a violation of Hungary's
position as an independent nation.
Belongs to Parliament.
To make any such alteration is a
right belonging to the Hungarian
parliament. There is nothing to pre-
vent the parliaments of the allied
countries discussing the practicability
of such a change from a judicial point
of view, says the resolution, but in
all circumstances the independence of
Hungary must remain unimpaired.
The explanation offered by Baron
Fejervary's newspaper, the confer-
ence holds is inadequate to counteract
the effect of the ill-worded declara-
tion from the throne.
SERIOUS CHARGES
Chicago DevelopesQuestion-
able Insufance Deal
Complicates Matters.
Finally it asserts that the affront
offered by the king to the parliamen-
tary leaders has complicated the sit-
uation. Exception must be taken to
the form of this declaration and re-
sponsibility, for it must be deter-
mined. The solution of the matter
is held to be possible only by action
of the parliament where the advisers
of the crown would face the feeling
oPthe nation. As the coalition is
tired of combating intrigue the con-
ference protests against the continued
prorogation of the parliament which
enables the government to escape le-
gal and political responsibility for its
actions.
'A royal answer to the address is
called for.
In the discussion-which followed it
was, urged that a strong appeal be
made to the country at large to
arouse an irresistible sentiment for a
constitutional solution of the present
difficulties.
Forbid Demonstration of Students.
Budapest, October 3.—Prefect Kris-
toffy refuses to permit the students to
hold the great torchlight demonstra-
tion which they had planned for to-
night. Angry citizens say this affords
further evidence of his partiality to
the socialists and opposition to the
nationalist cause. The rector of the
university has warned Kristoffy that
he will hold that official responsible
for any disturbance's resulting from
the suppression of the students'
dennstistration.
The Aatest report as to the emper-
or4ting's plans is that the Fejervary
callinet will be reinstated two days
after the diet has been prorogued. An
important meeting of the independent
parts, together with a great public
gattilkeing, will be held October to.
POLICY HOLDER ACCO'SES
MANAGER SERIOUSLY
Objects to a Merger and Says Official
Thinks Only of Own Personal
Profit.
FEDERAL COURT WILL
MAKE INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Oct. 3.—E. I. Rosenfeld,
general manager of the western Life
Indemnity company, was described as
a "trafficker for his own personal
profit ana in utter disregard of the
rights of policy-holders," in an inter-
vening petition presented s before
,Fudge Kohlpaat in the Federal court.
Rosenfeld was charged with making
$30,000 by his purchase of a con-
tract as general manager, and the as-
Sets of .the company are set forth
as vastly smaller than its liabilities.
The Security Life and Annuity
company, with which it is proposed to
merge the Western Life Indemnity, is
declared to be "a small company
which has not sufficient strength and
financial ability to perform the policy
contracts of the indemnity company.
The intervening petition was drawn
in 1wha:f of Mrs. Ida Stratton, widow
of lames Stratton. of News Orleans.
who it is alleged, holds an unpaid
death claim for $4,000 against the
company.
'Reference is made by the bid to
Rosenfeld's connection with the West
ern Union. Life and he is alleged to
have misappropriated $24,439 of its
assets. "He was ousted at one time,"
says the bill, "but later, by manip-
ulation of which the petitioner is notinformed he got back in control andin September, tgas, he made a pre-
tended sale of the old Wayne Life
Insurance company to the Western
Union Life for $1t,00o.
"September 6 of that year Rosen-feld„,gs general manager of the West-
eritMion Life company, made a con-
tract with himself as general man-
ager of the Life Insurance society of
Pennsylvania, by 'which the property
and assets of the Westerti Union Life
was transferred to the latter com-
pany. Later all except mm cents of
the assets were removed from the
state.
"There was this exception in the
transaction," says the bill, "that Ros-
enfeld received for his own personal
benefit $45,000 as commission for
procuring such transfer."
A new upheaval financially took
place today as a result of the sensa-
tional litigation over the affairs of
the Western Life Insurance Indem-
nity company. The assets of E. I.
Rosenfeld, general manager of the
Western Life, were ordered placed in
the hands of a received. The action
was taken in the Federal court by
Judge S. H. Bethea, who named as
the receiver Edwin C. Day,
FAVORS LADIES
RIDING ASTRIDE.
Thinks It Graceful and According
to Judgment.
Memphis, Tenn., Oct. 3.—Mrs. Hala
Hammond Butt, leader of The wo-
man's suffrage movement in Mississip
pi, is out in a reply to Grover Cleve-
lancrs article in opposition to wo-
man's anffrage, in which she refers
to his a "the distinguished duck
hunter" and says he argues from a
thedretical and sentimental stand-
point of view.
"If women are temperamentally un-
fit to cast a vote," she declares, "they
are temperamentally unfit to rear
children and voters."
She also goes on record in defense
of women riding astride, because
"Itnalth, grace, sanity, reason andjudgment" commend it. She charger;that some men "have as the basis oftheir opposition a cast hoard of dear
old traditions that they have idealizedinto personal Buddhas. , Ephraim isjoined to his idols—let him alone."
—Warmer and clear weather is the
prediction for today.
EXTENSION OF
COMMUNICATION
municatian and carrying power byland and water and also lower trans-
portation rates.
The minister dwelt on the import-
ance of the introduction of foreign
capital, and said that it was possible
that the facilities for that purpose
would be extended. He hoped that
the business men would utilize to the
utmost the moral and material bene-
fits derived from the Japan victories
for developing the foreign trade cif
the country and home Industrie.
M/Sakatani, the assistant minister
of finance, at the same meeting said
it would be premature to divulge the
government's fiscal measures before
the ratification of the peace treaty,
and called'attention to the fact that
the amount of the Japanese loan
reached $soo,000,000, interest on
which will be paid in hard money.
The business men, the assistant min-
ister added, were expected to exert
their best efforts to increase the ex-
port trade, maintain Japanese credit
abroad and encourage frugality so as
to cope with Japan's increaect, inde-
pendence abroad.
Japan Preparing for Improvements
on Both Land and Sea
Oct:3 —Baron Kiyoura,
minister cd agriculture and commerce,
addressing the Associated Chamber
of Commerce Monday, said the gov-
ernment was considering the improve
ment and extension of means of tom-
RE-ARGUMENT IN
PATRICK CASE
Last Appeal For Murderer of Million-
aire Rice—David B. Hill.
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 3.—In asking
the court of appeals to grant re-ar-
gument in the case of Albert T. Pat-
rick, now condemned to death for the
murder of Millionaire Wm. Marsh
Rice, ex-Senator David B. Hill. in his
brief submitted to the court Monday
lays emphasis on the fact that Judge
Gray, who wrote the prevailing opin-
ion against Patrick, has a son, Henry
G. Gray, who is an assistant district
attorlhey in New York, and that his
son participated in the prosecution
of his client.
On accounsrof this rehationship,
Mr. Hill argued that Judge Gray
should not have sat in the case and
called attention to the fact that with-
out his vote the court would have
stood evenly divided. The statute pro-
vides that no judge shall sit in a
case in which he is "interested."
Mr. Hill argued that the present
circumstances came at least within
the spirit of the law, and that in a
matter of life and death the point
was an iniportant one. There was no
oral argument.
TO STUDY LAW.
Mr. Lothair Smith Enters the Uni-
versity of Louisville.
ENLIST AN ARMY
China to Organize a Force
of One Million Men.
The friends of Mr. Lothair Smith,
formerly of this city, learn that beis preparing to study law at Louis-
ville, where he has been the past few
years connected with the state office
of the Equitable Life Assurance com-
pany. The Louisville Courier-Jour-
nal of yesterday states that the night
before the opening exercises of the
law denartment of the University of
Louisville, were held at the lecture
rooms in University square, on
Chestnut between Eighth and Ninth
streets, ard that Professor Seymour
delivered the annual address, at the
close of which prospective students
signed the roll. This included Mr.
Smith and twenty others. Mr. Smith
was formerly bookkeeper lot the
Register. and is the grandson of Dr.
J. D. Smith. He is a very bright and
progressive young man, and a brother
of Mr. Auber Smith, of this city.
SEVERELY COLD
IN MANCHURIA
Demelithing Buildings and Bridges to
Make Fires With.
Godzyadani, Manchuria, Oct. 3.—
Severely cold weather has set in.
The troops are demolishing the fort-
ifications, buildings and military
bridges to obtain fuel, much of which
will be necessary until the regiments
can be transferred to winter quar-
ters in the rear. Reviews, dinners,
theatricals and athletic sports occu-
pied the officers and soldiers during
the past week.
TO FORM A BULWARK ,
AGAINST FQREIGN INVASION s
ARMENIANS e?TEMPT RESCUE
Caucasia, Oct. 3.—Quiet has
been restored at Eravan, the troops
having suppressed the rioters after
eight Mu:tilmans and two Armenianshad been killed and eleven personshad been wounded The trouble arosefrom an attempt on the part of a
number of Armenians to rescue some
of their fellow countrymen who hadbeen arrested for murdering a Tartar.
Gen. Yin Tchang, Minister to Berlin,
Has Been Recalled to Organize
the Body.
WILL TAKE GERMAN
ARMY AS A MODEL.
Berlin, Oct. 3—China is about to
organize a modern enlisted army of
x,000,000 men on the German modelin order to form its own bulwark
against foreign aggression regardless
of the Anglo-Japanese treaty, accord-ing to Gen. Yin Tchang, the Chinese
minister at Berlin.
The general has been recalled to
Pekin and will probably be entrusted
with the reorganization, of the army
in the capacity of minister of war.
China's Future.
"China's future was never brighter
than now," said Gets Yin to the press
correspondent this .atorniag. "The
Anglo-Japanese treaty guarantees us
such a period of security from for-
eign aggression that we have resolved
to create a real army. China must
work out our own salvation. At pres-
ent it is not ready for foreign treat-
ies."'
When asked if the army, when or-
ganized, would be employed in a race
'struggle against the whites, Gen. Yin
replied:
WESTERN PENSION AGENT
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS,
Des 5foines, la., Oct. 3.—Tion. Rich
ard Clarkson, United State, pension
agent for towa and Nebraska andfor thirty years manager of the Iowa
State Reaskier, died today. He W19
one of the best known men in the
state.
Love of Whites.
"Have we reason to love the
whites? Do the whites love us? We
can easily understand the restrictions
against the poor and diseased and
vicious coolies, but the shutting-oat
and persecution of educated Chinese
as practiced in some countries can-
not be defended and now must cease.
"Any friendship between the yellow
race and the white rate will remain
impossible until China shall prove
itself able to defend its own interests.
Full Equality.
"Then that friendship will grow on
a basis of full equality. I am happy
at the prospect of participating per-
sonally in the reform work my coun-
try has decided to inaugurate. j hope
that our serious efforts to bring the
old Chinese civilization up to date
will benefit all humanity."
Gen. Yin Tchang is one of China's
most brilliant soldiers. He was edu-
cated in the German army and speaks
the kaiser's language like a native
Berliner.
RECORD TIME MADE BY TAFT.
Reached Washington From Yoko-
hama in Fourteen Days.
Washington, Oct. 3.--After an ab-
sence of more than three months, Sec
retary of War Taft returned to Wash
ington at 3:27 yesterday afternoon,
establishing a record from Yokohama
to Washington by making the trip in
fourteen days and arriving two days,
ahead of schethile time.
lh discussing briefly his trip the sec
retary said that the natives of the
Philippines have reached the point
where they can participate in legisla-
tion with profit to themselves, and
that it has been a good education
for them. There was, he added, a
sufficient number well qualified to
compose one branch of the legislativebody.
SURRENDERED BY
HIS BONDSMEN%
New York Man Indicted in Cotton
Leakage Cases.
.Saratoga, N. Y., October 3.—Fred-
crick A. Peckham of New York, whois under indictment in connection
with the cotton report scandal, was
Monday brought before United States
Conamissioner Chas. M. Davison and
surrendered by his bondsmen. Peck-ham was placed in cnotody of a dep-
uty United States marshal, who has
commitment which requires Peckham
to secure further bail or in default ofit go to jail.
The governor general of the Phil-
ippenea has notified the war depart-
ment that Trve officers, one po.tal
clerk, six passengers and twenty-
seven tat the c.rtiaier coast guards of
the cutter Leyte were lost by the
wrecking of that ship off Samar by
the testructive storm September a6.
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FISCAL COURT
A BUSINESS SESSION OF THE
BOARD WAS HELD
YESTERDAY.
issewswbosees. :
County Judge's Salary Raised and a
Number of Allowances Made by
the Body.
During the session of the fiscal
court yesterday the salary of Judge
R. T. Lightfoot was raised from $1,-
350 per year to $1,750, this being $400
increase, that becomes effective the
first of next year. This raise was,
made while the magistrates were fix-
ing the salaries of the county author-
ities. The remaining officials will get
the same, they being county attor-
ney, $t,000 per year; county school
sulierintendent, $800; fiscal court
clerk, $2oo; county physician, $6,30,
•and comity torrimissiorier,"$266`. The
Nounty assessor gets paid so niqch
for each piece of property listed, the
county clerk gets perquisities as does
the county jailer, sheriff and others.
All the magistrates were present at
the term of court which finished all
of its business in one clay, the short-
est regular session they have held for
many months.
Judge Lightfoot and Justice Young
were selected as a committee to in-
vestigate the plumbing account held
against the county by Plumber Ed-
ward Hannan. It is for work done
'it the court house.
In considering the question of poll
taxes fo- 
15 
Nstioes Sheehan anct114,3, 
IICRompson and Cotiniy Attorney
Craves were 'empowered to contract
for assessment and collection of all
1914 poll taxes not assessed by the
tounty assessor. They are authorized
to do as they deem proper under the
lawa
The salaries of the county authori-
ties were allowed as follows: Judge
Lightfoot, $337.50; Eugene Graves,
$250; Marvin Ragsdale, superintend-
ent of county schools, $2co; County
Physician J. W. Pendley, $15o:
Charles Graham, clerk of the fiscal
court, $50; R. J. Barber, as county
commissioner, $50. These are for
three months' service by each.
There is at present a controversy
between the county authorities and
Judge L. D. Husbands regarding the
ownership of a piece of property ly-
ing between the ends of Jones street
and Tennessee street on the west.
To settle this contention Judge Light-
foot and 'County Attorney Graves
were appointed a committee to con-
fer with Mr. Husbands.
Allowances were made the follow-
ing out of the pauper fund: Dennis
Champey, for A. Carrigan, $15; Kate
Sivels, for Emma Simmons, $15; W.
M. Baldry,. for James Counts, $15;
Tom Jones, for J. P. Gentry, $15;
W. T. Byrd, for Mrs. Magee, $20;
John Thompson, for Mrs. Burns, $t8;
Ellen Campbell, for idiot child, $15;
M. V. Tapp, for Rufus Story, So);
Keeper Robert Wilkins, of the coun
ty poor farm, was allowed $120.14
out of the pauper fund for caring for
people at the poor house.
Dr. R. J. Rivers was allowed $i5
out of the pauper fund, while the
Globe Printing Company was allowed
$to out of the county levy.
Allowances were made as follows:
Powell-Rogers, $8.15; Paducah Water
Works, $44.06; McGuathery-Province,
$26.05; R. D. Clements, $1.6o; R. T.
Lightfoot, $25; T. Schwab, $17; Du-
Bois-Kolb & Co., $42.85; Charles
CITMV, $132; Robert Wilkins, $917.92,
less credits; Lang Bros., $61.40; L.
L. Jones, ;woo; L. D. Potter,
$156; 'John Bonds, $27; D. E. Wil-
son, $3. 12, and Charles Gi aharn,
$201.75-
1
TO USE BUTTONS
DR MURRELL HAS WRITTEN
FOR SAMPLES OF THESE
SOUVENIRS.
Believes This Will Be About the
Best Way to Go About Raising
Monument Fund.
'
Dr. D. G. Murrell has written away
for samples of souvenir buttons and
sale of these souvenirs may be adopt-
ed as the means for raising the money
to be gotten together for the purpose
of erecting a monument on the lawn
of Carnegie library in memory of the
women of the South. The well known
physician is chairman of the commit-
tee that has charge of the monpinicnt
question and he said yesterday that
be believed it would be a good idea
to get up a handsome eesuvenir button
end sell eanst for $1. The people
could thee wear the button or pre-
serve same and have a remembrance
of their assistance of one of the fin-
est monuments to be erected any-
where the country over.
Jest as soon as the doctor gets his
samples back he will have his com-
mittee called together and they out-
line their course of procedure. The
committee 4110 been waiting until last
week's carnival was Over with, be-
fore meeting to take any steps in the
ensfter.
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The true Malt
-Tonic rich in tissue-forming,
blood-making properties is
iEUSER 
.13USCiftsAtit 
ulane
PIAORIC.
It is made up of 14.60 per cent of nutritioub Malt
extract and is a perfect digestant—non-intoxi-
cating—delicious tasting. The ideal tonic for
convalescents':
Sold by all druggists and grocers'.
Frepseed by
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Lout., U. S. A.
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FINISH TODAY DARING HOLD-UP 1•;1*4 DONATE $500
GREAT NORTNION OVP—RLAND
TRAIN I<OBSED WAVI-
-- INGTON.
W
FURNITURE COMPANY WILL
GET HOSPITAL EQUIP-
MENT IN.
The Riverside Hospital Proved a T
-:tle Reports Are Conflicting as to
Good Money Investment Last Size of Gang and No Report as
Month for City J ' to Swag Obtained.
Ille"11/.
The furniture Tactory 'of South
Third street will today complete in-
stalling he furniture in the room out-
fitted at Riverside hospital by the T.
P. A. post of this city. The equip-
ment will cost something like $250,
and is being put in now. When the
quarters are furnished travelfng men
also who are members of the organiz
ation will be taken there for treat-
ment when ill.
Doing Well in Revenue.
The new city hospital is doing well
from the standpoint of revenue for
the municipality, as the reports filed
with the council Monday night show-
ed that daring the month of Septem-
ber $518.75 was taken in at this insti-
tution for the care of private patients
in the "pay" wards. This was more
than enough to pay all running ex-
penses of the hospital and then
leave considerable over. This is con-
sidered extraordinarily well, when it
is remembered that the institution has
been open only a few months and the
public has not gotten well educated
up to the point of patronizing same
when in need of medical treatment
and first-class service.
Board of Directors.
The board of directors for the hos-
pital have not yet finished their rules
and regulations for government of the
training school they have established
for nurses at the building. A meeting
will be held shortly and everything
framed up. The rules will stipulate
how long a young lady has to remain
in the school before she graduates
as a finished nurse.
FURTHER HONOR
FOR NEW COUNT.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 3.--The plsi-
tion of chief of the new ministerial
cabinet, the creation of which is call-
ed for by the institution of the im-
perial Donma with the right of in-
terpellation, was offered to Count
Witte Friday last by the emperor,
according to current understandings.
Count Witte declined to confirm the
report, but it is known that, at the
emperor's request, he has abandoned
his plan of going abroad in order to
assist in the elaboration of the pro-
ject for a cabinet, and an official who
is very close to Count Witte said that
his nomination as chancellor might
be expected within a month, simul-
taneous with the promulgation of the
projett on which the Solsky commis-
sion wild resume work as soon as
Count Witte returns from a few
days' trip in the provinces.
KOMURA SAILS
FOR YOKOHAMA.
Vancouver, B. C., Oct. 3.—Baron
Kornura sailed from this port last
night by the Canadian Pacific Steam-
ship Empress of China for Yoko-
hama. . He declined to be inter-
viewed but Mr. Sato, speaking fOr
the baron, said his chief was so much
improved that Dr. West. Pritchard,
who acompanied the baron from New
York, would leave him here.
QUICK ACTION TAKEN
BY EVANSVILLE COUNCIL.
Evansville, Ind., Oct. 3.—The city
council suspended the rules tonight
and passed an ordinance incorporat-
ing the ground that the Chicago, In-
dianapolis and Evansville railroad
seeks to condemn upon entering the
city. Mayor Covert signed the ordi-
nance immediately, and the railroad
before getting into the city must now
ask for a franchise.
Portland, Ore., Oct. 3.—A special
from Seattle, Wash., says that the
Great Northern Overland train, leav-
ing Seattle at 8:20 last night, was
held up and the baggage and express
car dynamited half a mile east of
mile post to, about five miles from
Ballard, at 8:45 p. m. It was ii o'clock
before the train pulled into Edmonds.
Two boys who got on the blind bag-
gage here, as soon as the holp-up
began, entered the passenger coaches
and began bolding up the passengers.
They were captured. They say two
of the men were on the blind baggage
when they got on, and the third got
on at Ballard. All were well dressed
with rain coats and slouch hats.
Express Messenger Hurt.
So far u reported, no one was
killed, but it is reported that Charles
Aisderson, express messenger, is
slightly injired. Manager - -Waring,
of the Great Northern Express com-
pany, said last night he did not know
the contents of the safe, but believes
it was a small sum. After securing
the contents of the safe the three
men started off in an easterly direc-
tion. It is believed other members
of the gang are ahead of the scene of
the hold-up and the robbers joined
them. The train was flagged near
the brickyard, and as the engineer
slowed up two men with rain coats
climbed over the tender and present-
ed revolvers to his head.
Two of the robbers then jumped
off, making the engineer and fireman
do the same, and all marched to the
baggage car door. The messenger
was commanded to open the door,
and refusing, an extra heavy charge
of dynamite was placed against it
and exploded. The explosion tore
the car almost to pieces. The safe
was then dynamited. The train was
delayed two hours and a half, and
then pulled into Edmonds, making
a brief report before proceeding to
Everett. The two boys claim they
never met the hold-ups until they got
on the train and are in no way con-
nected with their work. The idea to
hold up the passengers occurred to
them after the explosion. Sheriff
Smith has started out with a posse.
Conductor's Report.
/Conductor Grant's report of the
hold-up shows that at least seven
men were engaged in the robbery.
The conductor believes there were
other men further down the track,
but they did not take any part, pos-
sibly because the train stopped too
soon
Wthen once inside the car the rob-
bers began dynamiting, the first ex-
plosion being of six sticks, the second
of twelve and the third of eighteen.
While the robbers were engaged on
the safe the two boys w-ho had been
riding on the blind baggage slipped
off and went through the train, at-
tempting to hold up the passengers.
They had no guns, but took advan-
tage of the timidly of the passengers
while the shooting was going on out-
side.
BURNED 'IX) DEATH.
Two Women and Fttur Children Cre-
mated in West Virginia.
Edgington, W. Va., Oct. 3.—Six
persons, two women and four chil-
dren, were burned to death in a cabin
home last night The two husbands
of the .,two women escaped. Those
burned were Mrs. J. Alho and her
three children, and Mrs. Joseph Cor-
dell; and one child. Their charred
bodies were found in the smoking
ruins of the cabin.
MORE THAN PROBABLE THE
CITY WILL GIVE THIS
AMOUNT.
Mayor Yeiser and Others Favor This
Idea, Provided It Can Be
Legally Done.
Within the next few days the com-
mittee will meet and discuss the mat-
ter of the city allowing $5oo out of
the public treasury for the fund be-
ing gotten up to purchase the fine
silver service set for the gunboat Pa-
ducah which was named after this
city. The committee is composed of
Mayor Yeiser, President Ingram, of
the council, President Davis, of the
aldermen, and Mr. Stanley DuBois,
of the Commercial club. The Daugb
ters of the Confederacy are getting
up the fund for purchase of the serv-
ice set, and want the city to subscribe
$sco to the $1,soo which is to be
raised, one-third of same having al-
ready been pledged by the public at
large. To look into the proposition
of the municipality donating one-
third of the total desired, this com-
mittee was selected. All are willing
to give the amount, but want to look
up the law and see whether they can
legally subscribe to the fund out of
the public treasury. If so, the com-
mittee will report to that effect to the
municipal legislative boards which
will make the allowance.
Mayor Yeiser stated yesterday that
he was heartily in favor of donating
the money desired by the ladies, and
if possible, would see that it is done.
The committee was selected to look
into the matter and deliberate over
same, because the council and alder-
men do not have ample time to enth
into the question during their regular
meetings where there is always so
much before them for disposal that
time is precious.
ANNIVERSARY
YESTERDAY THERE CLOSED
ANOTHER YEAR FOLLOW-
ING CORINTH BATTLE.
Mr. Whitefield Lay Sleeping Among
Dead Soldiers Night of First
Day's Fighting.
Messrs. W. G. Whitefield and
Joseph Ullman yesterday stated that
forty years ago yesterday they par-
ticipated in the blood conflict at Co-
rinth, Miss., at which time Van Dorn
and Price combined forces and caret
down on Rosecranz and took posses-
sion of the place. During the battle
the command of the Paducahans capt-
ured the celebrated gun Lady Richard
son, which was a 20-inch parapet af-
fair of much force and danger.
The battle lasted for two days and
the first night of same after the fight-
ing was all over Mr. Whitefield lay
down right in the c-nter of five
wounded Yankees to sleep several
hours. When he awoke three of the
federal soldiers., were told in death,
while the balance were in a very bad
condition. In those days it was
nothing to fact death and Mir. White. 
fieldstates that he doubts not but
what in rolling around in his sleep
he passed back and forth over the
corpses many times.
Many of the old soldiers of *his
city well remember the convict that
was one of the fiercest of the civil
war.
His Mask.
•11•1•1111111•0•1•10
Benners—I hear that Smith is quite
a marksman.
Jenners--He tags the goods in a
depot-tweet store.
If you contemplate remodeling
your present home now or in the
near future, you should study the
subject of Plumbing.
A little knowledge/ on the subject will
be beneficial to you in the selection of the
‘best material and fixtures and in their proper
location throughout the home.
If you will call and consult us, we will
give you attractive literature on modern sani-
tation and will show you the samples of
afilkIdassr Ware we have in our showrooms.
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Bo you want a first class job by an
expert 'workman? If you do take
It to
()hi J. Skid), 'meter.
-roadway, Paducah, Ky.
414eb/h4s40144+4s+.O.*++4444444sfl
J E. cOuL,SON,
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Mose 133. 529 Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paduofth, Kentuaber.
Capitol end Surplus $1815,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROINIRTSON. V. PUS.
N. W. VAN CULIN C.ASHIZR.
Transom an rainier basking business.. Solteits your deposits. Pays
per cent per am= on tkne certiScaes of deposits.. gaiety boxes Inlire
woof mat for root at $3 in SSD per rlahr as to siva. Tom carry your ows
key mid no one bet yourself has wawa.
litor Vauks, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not be-
come dark sod discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This line modern hotel is now open under a new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very beet accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. & CO.,
DawsolOprings, Kentucky.
Paducah Transfer Company
ancorporatedj
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boller-
Campbell Block.
°Mee Phone 369. - - IReskience Phone 726
Subscribe Fbr The Register
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NO MORE LIGHTS
.Y.
THE CITY'S POWERHOUSE
WILL NOT FURNISH
ELECTRICITY.
Additional Requests Will Not Be
Considered Until Plant is En-
larged By Municipality.
'All those people of this city resid-
ing in dark sections and who have no
street corner arc lights to illuminate
the vicinity have no show whatever
of getting lights for many inonths
yet, as the board of works at Mon-
day night's session of the council in-
formed the latter body that it was
useless to receive further petitions
from 'the people asking for lights, as
-the requests cotrid not be ponsidered
at all because the city's power house
plant was now furnishing electricity
for all the lights possible, and more
4 too, therefore nothing towards put-
ting up additional lights and attaching
them to the power plant, could be
(lone until there was installed mire
dynarnoes and machinery at the
powerhouse. Having this status of
affairs laid before them, the council
decided to ignore hereafter an appli-
cations for lights at different corners
over the city where same do not now
hang.
Heretofore when the public would
ask for a light on a certain corner,
the legislative boards would just re-
fer the request to the board of works
that has charge of the power plant,
along with other municipal depart-
ments under their supervision. The
board of works has to invariably re-
port 'back that there is not power
enough at the plant to furnish elec-
tricity for more lights, berate tbley4
cannot be put up.
1 Now the new order is to wait
 un-
til the plant is enlarged before los-
ing any more .time considering te-
a quests for additional lights around
over the city.
•4
.a
TAKEN TO THE PEN.
Two Left Over Convicts Delivered
Yesterday by Sheriff Potter.
Yestsr.!ay Sheriff Lee Potter went
to tits c. unty jail and getting Wiley
Cromicy and Charles Johnson, color-
ed. carried them to the branch peni-
tentiary at Eddyville where they were
incarcerated to serve their terms im-
posed at the last term of the criminal
circuit court: They were not taken
away when the balance were last week
because of their illness. The sheriff
returned in the afternoon at 4 o'clock
having made the trip with safety.
Johnson got a term for cutting
Greathouse Cheatham. while Cromtey
got a sentence for swearing falsely.
LABORATORY
GAS CONNECTIONS ARE BEING
MADE AT HIGH SCHOOL
BUILDING.
The Scarlet Fever Scare Has Reduced
Attendance at the Public Schools
• Materially.
f.
•
0
•
•
Yesterday morning the employes
of the gas company commenced dig-
ging trenches from the street front-
ing the Washington school boildMg
on West Broadway. through the
school yard towards the building. In
these trenches are to be laid the un-
derground pipes of the company that
will connect with the outfit in the
high school laboratory where the
scholars study science. In pursuing
their studies the children find it nec-
essary to use lights at times, and last
year they utilized alcohol lamps in
their work. In the laboratory had
been installed aprrtrtenances to be
connected with the gas pipes, but the
gas company never did run their
supply mains into the building, there-
fore the lamps had to be resorted to.
No the gas pipes will be connected
up with and utilized during the stud-
ies of the children. It will be the last
of this week before the connections
are completed. The gas will be quite
an improvement over the lamps for
the scientific researches conducted by
the students. •
Attendance Low.
Superintendent Lich yesterday said
that the attendance at the schools
continued with considerable of a de-
crease on account of the scarlet fever
I which struck the city week before
last and last week. There are several
4 hundred children out yet, but Mr.
Lids believes they will commence re-
a s turning by the last of this week or
fitht of next, as every room in the
• schools has been thoroughly fumigat-
ed and there remains only a few cases
of the fever in the city. This scare
has relieved the crowded condition
of the schools, and by time all the
'children get back Superintendent Lieb
believes he can have effected arrange-
ments to properly care for the over-
flow.
The little son* of Captain John
'Slaughter of fife Tenth and Clay
street fire department house, has tak-
en the fever, while the son of Charles
Slinkard of Bridge street has it also,
as does Lee Ralhowe's child out on
the Cairo road a few miles from town.,4
THE COW CASE
• l4111001114411,17
CITY ATTORNEY HARRISON
WILL ENDEAVOR TO AD-
VANCE THE SUIT.
Will Take It at Once Before Court
of Appeal's and Expects Early
Decision.
City Attorney Thomas Harrison is
preparing to have advanced on the
docket of the appellate court at
Frankfcct the famous cow case of
this city. Thif, is the litigation test-
ing the ordinance adopted by the mu-
nicipal boards to prevent members of
the bovine family from running at
large.
After the ordinance was adopted
S. P. -Ragsdale and others- of this?
city had the misfortune to get their
cows caught on the streets. War-
rants were issued for the owners who
combined to fight the ordinance and
they succeeded in getting it declared
invalid by Judge Sanders in the po-
lice court. Now on behalf of the city
the city attorney is carrying the ac-
tion to the appellate court, where the
transcript hat already been filed.
While en route back from Pennsyl-
vania last week Lawyer Harrison
stopped over at the state capitol and
was informed by the judges of the
appellate court that they would ad-
vance the proceeding on the docket
right away and give an immediate
hearing, if this was satisfactory to
iiistis the city and Mr. Ragsdale and
others, who are on the opposite side
of the matter. On reaching here the
city attorney asked Ragsdale and the
others for an agreement to advance
the matter but they refused, which
means in ordlnarytcases that the liti-
gation would have to wait its regular
turn on the docket before getting . a
hearing. There is always so much
business on the docket though that it
takes several years to get a proceed-
ing, as every litigation appealed from
anywhere in the state goes before
these judges. In this case though
the validity of the municipal ordinance
is in question, and this gives the city
attorney the right to advance the pro-
ceeding anyhow whether the other
side agrees or not, therefore he is
preparing to ask the judges to make
the advance and have the matter set-
tled as quickly as possible.
The reason the cow owners do not
want it advanced is because they fear
A hearing may result in the high trib-
unal reversrng Judge Sanders, which
would mean that they would have to
keep their cows penned up.
It ie believed that the matter will
be disposed of by the first of next
month.
USE CONCRETE
ENGINEER WASHIGNTON TO
PUT IT AT STVIRET
CORNERS.
Believes That City Putting it Down
it Will Induce Property
Owners to Do So.
City Engineer Washington believes
that by the city sallIttg the pace it
will have the effect of inducing
property owners dn South Third
street:to put down concrete walks in
front of their homes, at a period ear-
lier than would occur under other
circumstances. The engineer has
asked, and been given permission to
put concrete at the public inter.;ec-
tions of Third all the way up to
Broad.
In re-constructing Third the walks
are of concrete entirely from Ken-
tucky avenue to Adams street, while
Prom Adams to Broad they are to be
of brick. Now at every corner the
engineer will have concrete put for
that space between Adams and Broad.
Each property owner pays for the
pavement going down in front of
their property, while at every corner
there is that block of pavement which
does not front any one's propert .
and has to therefore he re-constrtsc
at cost of the city. The council M -
day night gave Mir. Washington per-
mission to have this corner' block
made of concrete above Adams, be-
cause he believes it will be an in-
ducement for the property owners to
put similar improved walks in front
of their 'homes and business houses
along that thoroughfare. And then
also it will he a matter of only a few
years until the city orders concrete
walks all the way up to Broad on
this street, therefore when this is
don*, the city will already have down
the material at every corner if 'the
aldermen tomorrow night concur in
the action of the council in authoriz-
ing the engineer to use this character
of pavement for the corners.
A determined effort will be made
on the part of the American Federa-
tion of Labor, to bring about the
unionization of the farmer, of this
country and their affiliation with the
American Federation of Lebo, for
mutual benefit and protection.
It has been definitely decided to
construct s second Siberian railway
to the far East. 
.
AMONG THE HURT
ISoess.14-
J. M. SPICER SUES THE CARNI-
VAL PEOPLE FOR
DAMAGES,
Charles Hurley Claims G. M. Spitzer
Prosecuted Him Maliciously—
Maxon Will Suit.
In the circuit court yesterday there
was filed a damage suit for $5,o6o
against the Paducah Carnival Associa
tion, which gave the festival last
spring. It is a different organization
from that having charge last week,
the latter being the Paducah Travel-
ing Men's Carnival Association. The
action yesterday was instituted by J.
M. Spicer and he asks for damages
on account .of. injuries received wken
the ocean wave collapsed last spring
out on the carnival grounds.
Everybody well remembers that the
night of Saturday, which closed the
entertainment last spring, there was
a large crowd of men on the ocean
wave riding round and round, when
suddenly the chain ,holding together
the little cars broke and let the cars
fly off the track and onto the ground.
Three cars plunged into one heap
and carried with them about one doz-
en people, who were more or less in-
jured by same. Spicer was among
the number and now sues for dam-
ages.
Another $5,oco Suit.
Charles Hurley yesterday filed
suit in the circuit court against G.
M. Spitzer for $5,000 damages on the
ground of alleged false arrest and
prosecution.
Week before last the two men had
a falling out over a debt for crops and
Spitzer had Hurley arrested on a
warrant charging Hurley with a
breach of the peace. Constable Shel-
ton erected Hurley who was tried be-
fore Justice Barber one afterpoon
last week and acquitted of the ac-
cusation. Now Hurley sues Spitier
for damages on the ground the Spit-
zer prosecution and arrest of the oth-
er was malicious and unjust. Two
days ago Rosa Hurley was fined $5
fcr cursing Spitzer. The trouble hap-
pened out about Oaks,. in this county.
Maxon &zit Compromised.
Yesterday there was compromised
the suit of Orne Mlaxon against Ed
Ware, administrator of the Morris
Maxon estate. Orne Maxon is a SOO
of the late Morris Maxon, of Max-
on's Mill, this county. When the lat-
ter died he left a $30,p00 estate, hut
witted his son Orne nothing. The
boy then brought suit to break the
will which disirsherited him, but the
action is compromised by him getting
several thousand dollars and agree
ing to dismirs the litigation.
BETRAYED FATHER'S SECRET
Disappearance of Money Belonging
to Aged Man Cleared Up.
San Francisco, Oct. 3.—The mys-
tery of the disappearance of $t Logo a
year ago from a crock in which Wil-
liam Schmitz, an aged painter, had
buried the savings of years in the
cellar under his home, at 741 O'Far-
rell street, has been cleared by the
confession of his daughter, Miss Lop-
isa Schmitz, and the arrest of Ed-
ward Cordero, to whom she betrayed
the hoarding place as a result of her
infatuation and his threats.
Miss Schmitz left her home some
time ago, when her parents objected
to the attentions of Cordero, upon
discovering that he was a married
mien. She says that she disclosed to
him the hiding place of her parents'
gold under stress of threats against
her life.
Cordero she says, finally began to
abuse her, and she has returned to
her father's .home and' made a clean
breast of the whole affair. Cordero
has been arrested and is now in jail
here, pending an investigatipn of his
connection with the affair.
COMMERCE IS REOPENED
First Freight Steamer in Many
Months Leaves Vladivostok.
Vladivostok, Oct. ,.—The first
freight steamer left this port Sunday
for Che Foo, thus reopening regulai-
comtmerce by sea between Vladivos-
tok and other ports. A Russian trans-
port sailed simultaneously with re-
lief stores for the people of the Kam-
chatkan coast.
Navigation is still risky owing to
the floating mines, four of which were
sighted yesterday by small craft with-
in fourteen miles of the harbor.
In New York, Monday, Frederick
Carlton, Brooklyn's "Bluebeard" was
sentenced by Judge A. S. Pinwall to-
day to nineteen years in Sing Sing.
Carlton pleaded guilty last week to
one charge of bigamy. and was con-
victed on another. Judge Pinwall
said Cartton was a murderer at heart
and he hoped he would die in prison.
Mrs. Mary Wright, of Marshall-
town, LI...Sunday gave birth to trip-_,
lets, all of whom are in good con-
dition and whose combined weight
is twenty-five pounds. The mother
is but 17 years of age and weighs
but 107 pounds.
.„ .isi.
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Theitappiness
Of Children
MOTHERHOOD
ft.
Motherhood is woman's highest sphere In life.
It Is the fruition of her dearest hopes and
most holy desires. Yet thousands of noble
women, through the derangement of the female generative organs
brought on by female weakness and disease, are unable to produce
children I
Ninety-nine times out of every one hundred Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound will so restore and strengthen the female
organism as to make child bearing possible, easy, and safe.
lydiaE.Pinkhant's etable
with Its record of thousands of cures, Is the remedy for women. Thou-
sands of women are happy mothers of beautiful children to-day
because in time of need they took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. No matter what your female weakness or disease, it will
afford you speedy relief and cure. Every woman who desires to
become a mother should read these letters:
Dear Mrs. Pinkhort:—I had been married seven years and had no chil-
dren, owing to a female weakness and womb trouble, which caused me severe
suffering each month. A lady advised me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetabee
Compound, and I did so, and now I have no more pains and am perfectly
well. besides having a fine baby boy. Mits. ROSA F. KAREL, Ravenna, Neb.
Another happy and grateful mother writes to Mrs. Pinkham as follows:
Dear Mrs. Pink/tan •--1 was very tartans fer a chile, but weld not carry one to
maturity. My husband advised ms to take Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound.
I did so, and soon began to feel better In every way. I =maned its use and was enabled
to carry my next child to maturity. I now have a nice baby gtrl, and I feel like
• sew woman. Mits. PRLAZ Smut. 22 S. Second St., Meriden, Conn.
Actual sterility in woman is very rare. If any woman thinks she
Is sterile, let her write to Mrs. Pinkharn at Lynn. Mass., whose advice
Is given free to all would-be and expectant mothers. Her letter will
give you valuable information.
Lydia E. Plakkaafs Vegetable Compsuad Cues What Nos
PROPERTY SOLD
MANY DEEDS WERE LODGED
FOR RECORD WITH CLERK
YESTERDAY.
Marriage Licenses For Charles
Young and Nellie Harrison, and
C. S. Cross and Rudy Grimes
'Land lying out in the county has
been *old by Jennie Lovelace to Lynn
Scott for $200, and the deed lodged
yesterday for record, with the county
clerk.
Gip Husbands transferred for ;So%
to Emily E. Smith, property on the
iGesipHocusband road beyond Meehan-bur
Property on the south side of Mad-
ison between Thirteenth and Four-
teenth streets, was transferred to
Wlilson Holmes by Charles and Han-
nah House for $1,too.
Sallie Wesson solid to H. Mobley
tor $t, land lying out in the county
C. H. Brothers and wife sold to
Mrs. India Johnson for $30o, proper-
ty on the south side of Trimble be-
tween Eleventh and Twelfth streets.
J. C. Kolb bought from Gip Hus-
bands for $ificio, property lying on
Kincaid street in Mechanicsburg.
George W. Robertson sold to James
W. Faker for $5, property lying in
the Norfon addition to the city.
Herman T. Friedman transferred
to Paducah Real Estate company for
$3,3o0, property lying on the East
side of South Sixth street.
The Paducah Real Estate company
sold to Herman Friedman for $1.
property on the east side of Sixth
street. a.
Land lying out in the county eking-
side the Illinois Central railroad
tracks, 'has been bought by A. Al-
britton from Horace F. Mills for
$550.
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk issued two marriage lic-
enses yesterday: Charles D. Young,
aged as. and Nellie Elizabeth Harri-
son, aged 20, former of the city and
latter of the county; C. S. Cross, aged
20, and Ruby /C. Grimes, aged 21,
of the county.
Harry Plasnick, of Danville, a mail
agent on • the Cairo division of the
Big. Four, has been in that service
fOr thirty-three ye,ats next month,
ever since the road started. He also
put in three years in the army, whioh
makes thirty-six years he has spent
in Uncle Sam's ser‘ice.
NEW DRESS GOODS
FOR THE FALL SEASON PLAIN WEAVES ARE TO BE
GIVEN THE PREFERENCE. THIS STYLE EDICT IS BEING
ADHERED TO IN ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. WE ARE
PREPARED TO SHOW EVERYTHING IN THIS LINE TO-
GETHER WITH OTHER NEW WEAVES AND FANCIES. ,
AT soc PER YARD WE SHOW A COMPLETE LINE OF
SOLID COLORS IN ALL THE LEADING SHADES TOGETHER
WITH AN IMMENSE LINE OF PLAIDS AND SOME VERY
STYLISH CHECKS. A VISIT OF INSPECTION WILL MAKE
YOU ACQUAINTED WITH THEM
AT $1.00 AND $1 so PER YARD WE SHOW TWO COM-
PLETE LINES OF BROADCLOTHS. ALSO MANY OTHER
WE
AT Si so AND $2 oo PER YARD VERY CHOICE STYLES
IN PLAIDS. THESE ARE VERY NEW
CLOAKS, SUITS AND SKIRTS
NEW COATS.
The coats this season are
longer, so to 50 inches long
They are made in the stun-
ning swagger effect, which
gives the wearer that real grace-
ful appearance. Prices $5.00 to
$40.00
NEW SUITS
Coat Suits of the long fitted
coats will be in vogue this sea-
son. The variety of materials
are cheviots, fancy mixtures
and broadcloths. Prices from
Ilia so to $40 .00.
FALL MILLINERY OPENING
ON THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5TH AND 6TH,
MRS. CORA WILLIAMS CLARK WILL HAVE HER OPENING
OF FALL MILLINERY.
Special Sale of Gents Shirts
ONE LOT OF GENTS' NEGLE SHIRTS, WERE soc, RE-
DUCED TO 35c OR 3 FOR $1 oo
ONE LOT OF GENTS' NEGLIGEE SHIRTS, WERE $1 oo,
REDUCED TO 75c. ALL SIZES te TO
L B. 061B/tilt& COMPANY
AGENTS FOR. BUTTILRICK PATTERNS
THE REGISTER, 10 CENTS PER WEEK.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The Register is authorized to an-
nounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a
candidate for Coroner of McCracken
county, subject to action of the demo-
cratic precinct conventions to be
held Saturday October 7.
The Register fears that some very
e good men in Paducah have suffered
themselves to be imposed upon by
a lot of cheap screw politicians who,
while they say they are republicans
still they are in league with certain
•interests in Paducah and if the lemo-
ei cratic party have pet up the "right"
ikind of men, the alleged republican
. leaders will not hesitate to knife the
misguided ones and work enter
cover for the success of the demo-
crats. Study the registration retithis
of yesterday and see if there is not
some grounds for this view of the
situation. To those good men we
say that when you see tricky tifien
leagued together, you should have
sense enough to keep out of the af-
fair. Politks is a business, and the
professiental politicises cares not.
what befall hieeparty if he can profit
by the result. If he has democratic
friends in public corporations and
They can put out the right kind of a
ticket, tbenqie will do his part in his
own party to aid the other side. He
loses nothing by the transaction.
It is now in order for Fisher, Far-
ley, Paxton, Williamson, Boyd & Co.
to pull off their coats and fall back
on their old trade of hanging around
the negro voters' necks and beg them
bo register and vote. Back in 1897
some of that gang made nightly
rounds among the negro barrooms
and lined ay at the bar elbow to el-
bow with the negro, clinked glasses
and drank to each other's health.
The negroes long for those good old
days once more, and from reports
abroad that year some of the white
leaders found it very congenial cam-
paigning among the sons of Ham.
It seems the question of liability
relative to the street improvements
on Kentucky avenue and Jefferson
street will have to be settled in the
courts. ,The filfng of an ex parte case
is suggested by Mayor Yeiser and
favored by others. Shch a suit would
appear as necessary to settle a vexed
• question and should not be too long
delayed. It is the best as well as the
cheapest and quickest way to end a
corttnoversy which is not only un-
fortiniate but to delay the pro-
posed work to the disadvantage of
all* the public particularly.
'a'- 
Acording teat St. Petersburg report
Germany and Russia have a secret
treaty by which they agree to par-
tition Austria if Hungary breaks
away. Whether the report is true or
not it looks plausible, as the Hun-
garians are getting much moral sup-
port at least in their row just now
with Frans Josef, the emperor-king 
-f
Anstro-Hungary. A dream of years
may yet be realized by Russia and
Germany should the partition of Aus-
tria occur according to their wishes.
•••.• 
China is to enlist an army of 1,-
1X10,000 men, after the style of' Ger-
many, to reeist foreign invasion, says
a Berlin report. This declaration is
not promising. A big airily in China
will at once .become dangerous
Whether thelbe 14 a foreign invasion
or not. An armed Chinaman is ever
DEMOCRATS HELD THEIR OWN;
REPUBLICANS LOSE 40 PER CENT
WAS THE SHOWIled IN YESTERDAY'S REGISTRATION—RE-
PORTED THAT NEGROES REFUSED TO REGISTER OR
VOTE UNTIL WHITE REPUBLICANS DIVIDE UP THE CAM-
PAIGN FUNDS—VOTE OF YESTERDAY COMPARED WITH,
FIRST DAY OF LAST YEAR — SMALLEST REGISTRA-.
TION SINCE 1898.
The smallest first day's registration in the city of Paducah since 148
was that of yesterday when but about 2,724 voters registered. Returns
from all precincts but two were received by The Register last night.
The missing precincts are Diegel's and Yancey's, the figures for thole
precincts being-estimated on the basis of the comparison of this year's
registration with. that of the first day t4 4ast year. The -democratic vote
of yesterday being practically theesame as that on the first registrationday in Igoe, while the republican vote of yesterday shows about a eo per
cent decrease and the same percentage of decrease is shown in the regis-
tration of miscellaneous voter.
It is reported that the negro republicans have rebelled to a certain
extent, and flatly refused to register yesterday. Some of the negro lead-
ers state that the pcstoffice gang only use the negro as a cats-paw to pullthe chestnuts out-of the fire and that if they expect the negro to help
carry the elections that Fisher-Farley et al till have to come across with
some of the stuff dished cut by the big life insurance companies to help
the republican campaigns. The negroes say that the high muck-a-Mucks
must divide up the swag and the result yesterday shows that the ne-groes mean business.
Yesterday's Registration.
Precincts D R M
Butler's 
 
115 50 ..
Chalk's 
 85 39 4
*Diegel's 
 .... 73 108 5
S. S.'Fire Station 
 95 23 7
Schmidt's 
 
 63 52 5
Glauber's 
 
roe 3o 5
S. S. C. House No. 1.... 88 27 2
S. S. C. House No 2... 46 75 7
N. S. C. House 
 
121 16 6
Kirpatrick's 
 134 73 11
*Yancey's 
 
62 11
Warelkouse 
 
99 12 5
Rogers' 
 157 35 5
Savage's 
 105 97 3
Berry's 
 
16o 24 5
Plow Factory 
 36 45 1
Henneberger's 
 
114 64 6
Gallman's 
 
96 tif• 5
— —
Totals 
 1.755 887 82
*Estimated.
First Day Last Year.
Precincts
Butler's 
DC hi eaglk's ei,s
S. S. Fire Station 
Schmidt's
Glauber's
S. S. C. House No. z 
S. S. C. House Nee a 
N. C. C. House 
Kirpatricles 
Yancey's  
Warehouse 
Roger's
Savage's
Berry's
Plow Factory
Henneberger's
Gallman's  
'D R M
304975703 165704452 :4905
66 too r5
 rot 6o 12
88 36 7
31 157 4
115 20 TO
158 167 16
62 16 o
132 27 4
 178 flr 8
 98 57
 175 48 IT
 
 37 81 1
..... • • • . n6129 7
106 198 t
Totals 1.787 1.494 134
Previous Registrations. 1899 
The joIloNsing is the first day's reg- two 
istratiole since 1895: 1901 
1895
1896
1897
1898
 2,332 1902
 3.258 1903
 
 
3,103 144
 2,398 1905
3.830
3228
2,883
3.742
 .3,168
 
 3.415
, 2.724
a bad man and an army of China is,
therefore, certain to prove a national
evil. China will do herself more
harm than good with her Germanized
army of 1,000,000 men.
It is being whispered around that
the negro republicans cannot stand
for the "Statesman From Mechanics-
burg," hence they did not register
yesterday, and will not vote next
month. They doubtless remember
the memorable campaign of 1897
when the aforesaid statesman was de-
feated by only floft votes.
There are some smart men in poli-
tics, and there are also men with
brains who merely look on and can
see clear through the moves made
on the political chess board. It is
amazing to see how "dead easy"
some good men are. "What fools
these mortats bee."
How It 'Na.. Done.
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
After pointing out the victory won
by the Owensboro Business Men's
association in the figt$ for lower
freight rates, the Paducah Register
calls on the shippers of that city to
go after the railroads and secure
something for themselves. They
should do it, but unless they have in-
telligent leadership in some man who
will master the situation, thoroughly
inform himself on freight rates, as
did J. Ed Guenther, of this city, de-
termine to put up money and work
night and day for their object, they
will fail, and their last state will be
worse than their first.
ROCKEFELLER PAYS OVER
Szoemo,oiso IN CASH.
New York. October 3.--The eve,-
000.000 gift of John' D. Rockefeller to
the general education board, which
was announced last June, was paid
to the board by Mi. Rockefeller yes-
terday. The payment was made in a
series of checks made payable to Geo.
Foster Peabody, treasurer of the
hoard. Six of tbe checks were for
one million and two for two million
Some French anglers use a tiny
mirror attached to the line near the
baited hook. The idea is that the
fish, seeing itself reflected, hastens
to snatch the bait from its supposed
rival. Very successful results have
been obtained through the employ-
melts of this unique device
Cbefley Dexter, formerly of Evans-
ville and Louisville, is in, jail at Des
Moines, Ta, for stabbing a man in a
,drunken row. The wounded man's
Iconditianjitdiraipufe,
-•••-
FIRM WARRANTED
MESSRS. HAWKrNIS HAS GRIST
MILL TO WHICH OBJEC-
TIONS EXIST.
Will Doyle Charged With Fighting
John Stokeley on Boat—General
Police Buainess.
H. P. Hawkins & Son, of South
Second street, were arrested yester-
day on a breach of ordinance. They
run a feed store and have a corn-
crusher or grist mill which grinds
up corn and feedstuff,. This null
throws off husks and other stuff that
flies around over the neighborhood,
and the residents around there got
out the warrant.
Had • Scrap.
Will Doyle, colored, was arrested
this morning early by Officers Cross
and Terrell on the charge of engaging
in a fight with John Stokeley, also
colored, aboard the steamer Warren
which runs from here to Cairo
Saloon Man.
Oscar Demick, the Mechanicsburg
saloon man, was arrested by peers
Brennan and, Alexander on tlik charge
of keeping his saloon operilast Sun-
day, and not by 'Officers Dugan and
Senser as erroneously given out
No Police Court.
There was no police court yester-
day morning by Judge Sanders on ac-
count of no arrests having been ef-
fected the day before, wherein the
proceedings wee ready for Aril,
Derkies
Dick Mal, colored, was arrested yes
terday by Officers Hill and Fergbeon
on the charge of engaeing in a fight
with anotleor darkey
Fable Swearing.
mr. H. Futtrell wassarrested yes-
terday on the charge of swearing
falsely in the police court several
days ago when there was tried the
case charging himself and Mrs. Mat-
tie Smallman with immorality. He
swore he never slept •ith the wo-
man, while the evidence showed he
had, and he and she were both fined.
Girl Smacked.
Bessie Bennett was arrested by
Officers Ferguson and Hill on the
charge of smacking another girl.
Yeartin Roberts was fatally *hot on
the street at Bardstown, Ky.. by
Charles M. Greenwell.
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NOW IS THE TIME TO GET READY FOR THE WINTER, AND
WE OFFER A FEW SUGGESTIONS BY NAMING THE MOST AT-
TRACTIVE GOODS EVER SEEN IN THE FOLLOWING LINES:
Outing Flannels.
A SPECIAL LINE CIF OUTING
IN CL-DAN CUT PATTERNS AND
COLORINGS AT THE SPECIAL
PRICE OF 8 I-3c A YARD.
THE HEAVIER GRADE—THE
BEST, IN FACT, THAT MONEY
CAN BUY, AT roc A YARD.
WE HAVE THE CREAM COL-
ORED DOMETS AT 5c, 7 1-3C AND
9c A YARD,
Flannelettes.
THIS IS THE IDEAL GOODS
FOR KIMONAS, WRAPPERS
AND DRESSING SAC,QUES. THE
ONE WE SHOW IS THE CELE-
BRATED ARMURE, WITH ITS
GLOSSY, SILKY FINISH. THE
PRICE IS roc A YARD. IT COMES
IN LIGHT COLORS AND DARK
COLORS— FIGURES, STRIPES,
AND DOTS—ALSO IN SOLID
COLORS, USED SO MUCH FOR
BORDERS.
Silkolines
And Draperies.
WHY SHOULD YOU PAY 12 1-3C
FOR THE BEST SILKOLINES
WHEN QUR PRICE IS ONLY
roc. WE beAVE 35 NEW PIECES
ALL THE NEW PATTERNS AND
THE CLOTH IS THE SAME EX-
ACTLY AS THE ONE YOU PAY
12 1-2C FOR.
FINE PRINTED SATTEENS
DENIMS AND CRETONNES AT
15c. THEY ARE ALL THIS SEM-
SON'S PATTERNS AND THE
COLORINGS ARE EXQUISITE.
PLEASE COMPARE THESE
GOODS WITH THE ONES OF-
FERED AT ',UCH HIGHER
PRICES.
In Time of Peace Prepare For War.
FALL AND WINTER UNDERWEAR AND HOSIERY FOR ALL
MANKIND IS READY.
CHILDREN'S UNION SUITS AT ac AND Soc.
BOYS' FLEECED SHIRTS AND DRAWERS AT sse APIECE.
MEW'S FLEECED SHIRTS AND DRAWERS — HEAVY AND
GOOD—AT 38c APIECE OR 75c A SUIT.
LADIES' HEAVY VESTS AND PANTS IN "PEELER" AND
"SILVER GREY" AT ac APIECE. THESE ARE EXTRA GOODGARMENTS AND WEIGH EIGHT POUNDS TO THE DOZEN.
WE SHOW A FINE LINE OF CHILDREN'S UNDE RWEAR
FROM THE SIZE FOR BABY TO THE LARGE MISS AND BOY
AT ALL PRICES.
COMPLETE LINES OF HOSIERY IN EVERY SIZE MADE
AND IN AS MANY KINDS AND PRICES AS YOU'D CARE TO
LOOK AT.
THERE IS NO Si•RONGER DEPARTMENT IN OUR HOUSE
THAN HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR. WE HAVE MADE THESE
LtNES A SPECIAL STUDY AND WILL BE GLAD TO SHOW YOU
THE POINT'S OF SUPERIORITY OVER THE ORDINARY LINES.
CHILDREN AND
MISSES FINE
ZIBELINE COATS
Like cut, in blue and brown, sizes
10,12 and 14, at . . . . $5.00
This is a special.
Ladies' Coats, 42 to 45 inches long
at $5.00, $7.50, $8.00, $10.00, $12.00
and up to $30.00.
PURCELLMOMPSON
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SCHOOL TRUSTEES
(Concluded From Page One.)
empowered to buy supplies needed
for the, primary departrrsent and other
grades, the cost not to exceed /no,
while he is to arrange so that the
bills will not have to be paid until!
next month, account the present small I
amount of money now in the trees-.
ury.
Member Morrison brought up the
question of married women ?teaching
in the rolored schools. Always here-
tofore married women have not been
permitted to teach in the white
schools, because the trustees always
though it was detrimental to the edu-i
rational cause, but married women Retail Department Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streetshave been employed for the colored
department. Mt. Morrison urged that
the colored married women be given
no advantage over the white ones,
and offerred a motion to exclude them
from teaching, but was supported in
Ms position by only Trustees Davis
and Mattison. Those voting to let the
colored married women teach, and
not the white ones, were Farley,
Williamson, Pitcher, Bacon, Walston,
Gallman and Petter.
Matthews and McMahon ere pre-
paring to open a saloon' lain North
Twelfth street, opposite the vacant
block of ground the school board
owns in the Faxon addition, and on
which *recant block the tepstees con-
template next year erecting a building
ht.miAmsaslwimfAmy.41414-44.
; To Patrons of the Horse
Show Ia
Paducah Saddlery Co.
We desire to call your attention to our line of GENUINE IP
WHITMAN SADDLES, FANCY DRIVING HARNESS, ENG-
LISH RIDING BRIDLES, ENGLISH 'CROPS, GENUINE
HOLLY DRIVING WHIPS and FANCY HORSE BLANKETS
HORSE OUTFITTERS
OVAIMFMOSWIVIMF griFW;VSMIF WI*
for scholastic purposes. As a grog-
shop in such close proximity to a
school would' have a bad effect on the
children 4e trustees decided to to-
morrow night attend in a body the
meeting of the aldermen, and urge
that these latter authorities refuse the
license Matthews & M'cMahon want
to openithe coffee house.
Superintendent Pred. Hoyer of
school buildings was granted a leave
of absence for ten days on full pay.
He is kept constantly engaged the
year round in keepilig the buildings
in good condition, and does hot git
__AMM
a vacation like the superintendent,
professors, teachers and others, and
as he is very zealous and closely con-
fined with his arduous undertaking,
the board voted him the leave of ab-
sence in lecognition of his able ser-
'Ices.
Eimer Greasing, of,Newport,
a boy, was crushed to death in some
belting while at work in the Higging
manufacturing plant.
The public schools of petersburil.
Ind.• 112,1 *ten ogyet because or
• ';
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Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
naducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
SALES/0E00MS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET. 7--"7.'s'..49`Ar7MC:f451e--:iriRs,r4e0BOTH PHONES 72
1K9000000000000000000000*i. 00
. ' IIE II E1. NOMINEEoitsyourPv-OotRe
GENERAL ELECTION NOVEMBER 7, 1905:
9' MAY BE PROMOTED
MR JACK SAUNDERS WILL
PROBABLY BE MANAGER
OF DUN'S AGENCY.
He Succeeds George Henderson Who
Resigned to Go as President of
Trust Company.
The many friends in this city of
Mr. Jack Saunders will be pleased
to learn that the probabilities are he
Will be chosen manager of the Louis-
ville office of the R. G. Dun & Co.
Mkrehantile Agency. He is the son-
in-biw of Mr. M. B. Nash, Sr., of
this city, and had charge of the office
here for several years.
The Louisville Post of yesterday
stated as follows regarding the
ctauges being made there;
George Henderson, manager of the
local mercantile agency of Duo & Co.
has resigned his position with Dun
& Co., to accept the position of pres-
▪ ident of the Atlantic Trust and Slav-
./ ins 0:m1We, 
of New York city.
It is said Mr. Henderson has rec-
'citomended J. J. Saunders as his suc-
cessor, and that in all probability Mr
'Winders will receive the appoint-
ment from the home office.
Mr. Henderson has been in charge
-"Id the local agency of the mercantile
coappany for the past five years. He
caine4 here from Texas and took
cliirge of the agency, which has de-
veloped under his supervision into
one of the most important branches
in the Southwest.
Time position he has ,accepted in
New York is one of great importance,
The Atlantic Trust company being
one of the largest trust companies
in the East. The fact that he has
been called to take charge of the in-
stitution is a tribute .to his ability
• which is well merited, according to
opinion of business men its Louisville.
Mr. Saunders, who, it is reported,
will succeed Mr. Henderson, has been
with the local agency many years and
is an experienced man in the mercan-
tile agency business. He is also a
man of marked ability, which was
recognized by Mr. Henderson.
IMPORT HERD OF
MILKING GOATS.
Washington. Oct. 3.-The depart-
ment of agriculture has imported
from the Island of Malta a herd of
sixty-eight milking goats. These an-
imals have arrived at Nt4111 York and
are TV.11/ in quarantine awaiting inspec
tion. They will be taken to the Con-
necticut experiment station, where
they will bel, milked and propa-
gated under stlentific coteditions. The
young will be distributed throughout
the experiment stations of the differ-
ent states. In a statement Secretary
Wilson says:
"The milking goat has been neg-
lected ir• the United States. Goats
are aknost eitt&ely free from tubercu
..• Their mills,is peculiarly adapt-
ed (0 children, regembling human
milk more than that from any other
animal. • It ie also valtitts for inva-
lids. People hr ep a cow
may keep a goat."
The herd was selected by G. F.
Thompson, a special agent .of thie de-
partment. The goats average about
I three quarts of milk daily.
PYTHIANS MEET
STATE GRAND LODGE IS NOW
IN SESSION IN HOP-
KINSVILE.
Many Distinguished Members Pres-
ent, Along With the Rathbone
Sisters Officials.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Oct. 3x-The
State Grand Lodge meeting of the
Knights of Pythias convened here
this morning at 10:30 o'clock at a
public meeting held at the Union Tab
ernacle, the large building being filled
with interested citizens. The sessional
will continue through Thursday.
The address of welcome on behalf
of the City of Hopkinsville whs de-
livered by Mayor Jouett Henry, who
is a past grand chancellor of the or-
der. 'The response was given by J.
G. Coviogtou. The address of wel-
come on behalf of Evergreen Lodge
Ne. 36,• wail delivered by Charles M'.
Meacham, and the renponse was made
by the present grand chancellor, W.
F. Schmitt:Ian. Besides these ad-
dresses the program contained musi-
cal numbers by a band and lig. the
most talented local musicians. The
officers of the Grand Lodge are: W.
F. ifichtierinan, of Carrollton, grand
chancellor; J. W, cariet, 0( .0wents-
boro, grand keeper of records and
seals; Jule Pummer, Newport, grand
master of the exchequer; 0. H. Pol-
lard, of Jackson, grand union guard;
T. B. Matthews, of Petersburg, sn-
mese representative.
veiygreen Company No. 27, uni-
form rank, acted as a special recep-
tion committee and, attired in full
dress uniform, met all the trains and
acted as a special escort of the offi-
cers of the meeting this morning.
The Grand Lodge of Rat hbone Sis-
ters of Kentucky, which is an order
of ladies connected with the Knights
of Pythias, is also in session here,
their meeting being held in the
Knights of Pythias hall. A special
dispensation has been secured where-
by the beautiful initatory ceremony
of this order will be fully exemplified
for the Grand Lodge tonight at the
Knights of Pythias hall. Esther Tern
tile, No. 8, of Newport, has sent a
team of eight to ass* in this work,
and has granted them the privilege
of using their full paraphernalia and
regalia on this occasion.
The following Rathbone Sisters
Grand Lodge officers are attending
the Grand Temple convention here:
Anna E. Raison, of Newport, grand
chief; Mary A. Volk, of California,
Ky., grand senior; Eva Herndon, of
California, Ky., grand junior; Inez
Landy, of Saunders, Ky., grand man-
ager; E. Belle Williams, of Saunders,
Ky., grand master of records and
teals; Emma G. Pearson, of Dayton,
Ky., G. M. of F.; Harvey Beafford,
of Gray, Ky., protector grand; Zora
A. Boles, of Louisville, G. 0. G.;
Ellen L. Moffett, of Louisville, S.
R. and P. G. C.; grand trustee, Mar-
garet Little, Owensboro.
A banquet was served to the
Grand Lodge tonight in the banquet
hall of the Odd Fellow
If you want to know all the
beauties of the Columbian Woodmen
call up Attorney L. K. Taylor, its
local clerk,,lPhone 695,
BRIGHTER ASPECT LANDED GOOD JOB
ASSUMED EVERY DAY BY YEL-
LOW FEVER SITUATION
AT NEW ORLEANS.
Quarantine May Soon Be Modified,
and Every Indication Points to
Early Resumption of Travel.
New Orleans, Oct. 3.-With cen..
ters of foci being wiped out, new
cases falling in number, the list of
sick being reduced and the death
roll showing no appreciation, the
fever situation is taking on a bright-
er aspect every day, both as to the
city and country. Only one devh
occurred yesterday in the whole state
outside of New Orleans, and there is
a shrinkage in the number of cases
everywhere with perhaps the excep-
tion of Patterson.
Advices are coming to the state
board of health, from a number of
points fargrable to President Souch-
on's suggestion oi lifting of the quar-
antines Or at least considerable modi-
fication of them by the middle of die
month, or perhaps a week later, and
if the improvement here is maintain-
ed there will probably be many cons-
inanities willing to take the risk of
reopening communication. Re d
officials are receiving Thquirie
sipc possibility orexcursions '
city at the time of the pr
visit, the date for which havirtellseen
extended two days makes it more
probable that at the time of hislcorn-
ing the fever *ill have been e
-
ally wiped out. In many sec 4 of
Louisiana frost ought to occuf &licit-
ly thereafter.-
Former Kentuckian.
New Orleans, Oct. 3.-Among ,the
dead in today's list is A. B. Atring-
ton, night chief operator of the Pos-
tal Tekgraph company, who was -
for five days!. Mr. Arrington came
from his borne in Hopkinsville, Ky.,
five years ago to take service with
the Postal, bis brother, C. B. Arring-
ton, having preceded him herr. When
the fever appeared the Postal gave
its employes the option of leaving the
city. Both Arrington% decided to stay.
C. B Arrington was taken sick some
time ago, and his brother assisted in
nursing him, finally falling a victim
himself. Mr. Arrington was twenty-
four years old.
The census bureau at Washington
has issued an interesting bulktin pn
teachers and teaching in the United
States. The number of teachers to
every 10,60o persons of school age,
that is, between 5 and it years, in
continental United States in Two was
140. In 1890 it was 127; in 188o, Tao;
and in 1870, 73.
The Federal grand jury in Wash-
ington has returned new indicements
against Holmes, Peckham and Haas
in the cotton leak cases.
President Rooserelt will go by sea
on his Snuthern trip to Nevi Otleam
to avoid the quarantines.
H. T. Hessig,. M. D.
Office \,
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 2 70 .
DISPATCHER NEAL GOES WITH
THE ROCK ISIrAND
ROAD. '
Work Hours of the Locomotive De-
partment Are Extended One
Hour-Clicks of Rail.
Yesterday Chief Dispatcher L. Neal
of the I. C. offices here, was appoint
ed chief dispatcher' for one of the
divisions of the Rock Island railroad,
of Fulton, is here examining Lon Gil-
duties. He is %acceded here by Wm.
E. McCabe, who has been third trick
dispatcher in the local offices. Mr.
McCabe is succeeded by Operator
H. H. Harmon, of Dulaney, up the
Louisville-sdivision. The latter is
now here in the railroad hospital sick,
but takes his new place in a few days
as he is getting better.
Work Mar Extended.
Yesterday morning orders were re-
ceived by the shops here lengthening
frpm eight to nine hours the work
clay of the 400 employes in the loco-
niotive department, where the men
get paid by the hour. The change is
effective now. In the car shops yes-
May the men started to ivork at
Ifit1341.4: 354:4„Pat1'Tnoon and writ al 45
p. m., but the days apt getting short-
er as winter approaches, and this
change is made.
Dispatcher Returned Home.
Operator J. J. Kighlinger, of the
ispatching offices at Louisville, yes-
terday returned home after comiig
here and working in the local dik-
patching office while Operator With-
ers was in Inver, Col., visiting. The
latter has returned.
Train Delayed.
The passenger train due in at 7:45
e'clock yesterday morning from Cairo
was three hours late because a coal
car broke down on the Cairo bridgi
and held the passenger back.
Examine Firemen.
Tqveling Engineer Lloyd Grimes,
of Fifkon, is here examining Loa Gil-
4061111.
SILL CONFINED
MRS. WALKER, OF MAYFIELD,
CONTINUES ABED FROM
FALL.
Mr. Ot Drake is Resting Well at
Riverside Hospital-Mr. Peter
Smith's Condition.
Mrs. Welker, of Mayfield, is still
confined at the residence of her son-
in-law, Mr. G. C. Throgmorton, of
South Sixteenth street, as result of
the severe fall and cut she got one
night last week on falling from the
high back porch at that. home. Her
ear was nearly cut off, but it is rapid-
ly healing and doing alright. When ,
able she will return to her home it
the adjoining county.
Resting Wet
At Riverside hospital there ie resp.
ing well M. Qt Drake, the y
man whose right leg was broken by
the elevator falling several days asp>
at the furniture factory salesrooms on
South Third street. He was on le
elevator when the rope broke at the
third floor and let same crash to the
first floor.
Still Quite Low.
Mir. Peter Smith continues quite ill
at their home on South Ninth street
and the doctors cannot yet tell how
he wilt come around his ailment
Other Sick.
Mr. Eafl Norton, of the Southern
Express company's office on South
Third street, is confined with illneles
at his room over Winstead); drug
store at Seventh and Washington
streets.
Mr. Edward Paxton is confined
with an attack of illness at their home
on Jefferson street.
$s,000 in the Columbian Woodmen
costs members entering at 40 years
of age, 62.75 per month. Other ages
from 16 to 6o in proportion. Ab-
solutely impassible to increase.
bert, J. E. Lewis, Tom Kennedy,
John Wicks and E. E. Sutherland,
firemen, who want to become loco-
motive engineers.
_
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Then come here for the ring.
, We have many beautiful engage-
ment rings-sparkling with pur-
ity and.prices are as low as per-
fect jems can be sold for.
It pays to buy Diamonds from a
Reliable establishment. Dealings
with us will prove our reliapity
J. L. Wolff, Jeweler
Purity 111
Prescriptions.
A prescription may be com-
pounded so accurately, by ex-
perienced prescriptionists, with
the highest degree of careful-
ness, yet if the drugs are not
pure it is worthless
-dangerous.
No matter where you go you
cannot find purer drugs, prompt
er service or more skill than
we use in filling your prescrip-
tion.. You'll be satisfied with
the prices, too.
J. I. Oehlschlaeger,
DRUG GIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT NAVE MINDE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA. •
PRICE soc.
TAKE NO OTHER
THEY ARE GUARANTEED.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sta. phone 2?7,& Olay Sm. phase 3S.
•
- The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE laLQ0D REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
Best, Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 1 2 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second and Ohio Streets.
(INCORPORATED.) ,
UC. M. DD, Manager. Both Telephone Numbers 254
THE STRANGEST ACCIDENT
IN HISTORY OF THE SEA
• • (Chicago Tribune.)
"Felicity, La.—The oyster lugger
Jean Baptiste, with four men aboard,
was blown up and totally destroyed
in Terre Bonne bay today. Two of
the crew were killed and two res-
cued."
Behind that brief dispatch, print-
ed in the newspapers throughout the
United States, is hidden one of the
strangest accidents of sea history—,a
story of perhaps the oddest, weird-
est adventure in the annals of the
gulf. The Jean Baptiste, an oyster
lugger in season, was filling in the
idle season by crabbing along the
-lotith- -shore a Louisiana when it
was destroyed by a shell which orig-
inally was meant to sink one of Cer-
vera's warshops.
But is 'was the manner of the blow-
ing up and the way the sheIl I:^ppen-
ed to travel from near Key West to
a point half a mile off Timbalier is-
land, in Terre Bonne bay, that makes
the story of the destruction of the
Jean Baptiste sound like romance.
The shell, dumped overboard from
one of the warships of Admiral
• Sainpson's squadron, at a point be-
tween Tampa and Key West, evident-
ly was swallowed or carried by a
giant octopus nearly Low miles to
the westward and brought in contact
with the oyster lugger—after seven,
years—to destroy it. That the shell
came from Sampson's ships is declar-
ed undoubted by the naval experts,
who say that never since the Span-
ish-)kmerican war has any shell been
cast overboard into the gulf, and, al-
though they are hesitating and doubt-
ful as to whether the explosives in
the shells would maintain their dan-
gerous character under water for sev-
en years, they believe it is possible,
and they are ready to credit the stor-
ies told by the survivors of the ill-
fated Jean Baptiste.
The story is one so wild, so strange
and so incredible that, even after it
was fairly well substantiated, it was
still doubted by many until Paul Le-
maire, the New Orleans expert, went
to the scene, interviewed the surviv-
ors and gathered relics that seem to
prove beyond doubt the authenticity
of the story.
The lugger Jean 'Baptiste, one of
the great fleet that gathers the gulf
oysters in season, was laid up for re-
pairs when the oyster season season
closed late in April, and when the
painting and scraping and caulking
were all finished, Jules Arbault, the
owner, determined to spend the sum-
mer crabbing along the coral reefs of
the gulf shore of Louisiana.
Al) went well, it seems, until Wed-
nesday the Jean Baptiste was then
crawling along in a gentle breeze, its
great lateen sail flapping idly in the
wind, at a point a mile off the shore
of Timbalier island, crawling slowly
along to the westward to where the
low coral coast of Isle Dernier made
a long blue line on the horizon.
There was a thunderstorm brewing
over toward Mexico, and Capt. Ar-
bault was watching it with question-
ing eyes. The rim of dark purple
grew and grew in the west. The
breeze that had been pushing the two
boats slowly westward died to noth-
ing, and Arbault called to Filipe and
to Hippolite to prepare for a blow.
The wind struck fiercely, with sud-
den gusts that kicked up a high sea
in a few minutes. The luggers were
running, perhaps one hundred yards
„apart, toward the quiet water under
the shelter of Timbalier island.
Suddenly, above the howl of the
wind and the flapping of the great
sail. Filipe heard orders screamed by
Hippolite and by Arbault at the same
time.
"Port! Port!" yelled both men. "Wt
are on the rocks."
Filipe jammed the rudder over hard
threw his whole weight against it, and
while the battle pitched wildly wait-
ed for the shock.
There was a sound as if a thud—
then there was a terrific explosion and
the Jean Baptiste and four men were
hurled into the air, .the men stunned
or dead.
Around them, above the waves
kicked up by the storm, there was a
tremendous thrashing of the sea.
Huge arms, waving and beating, lift-
ed and thrashed the water wildly.
Suddenly the water was filled with
blood and the air with a terrible
stench.
Capt. Moreeni, of the Good Moth-.
er, paralyzed for a moment by the
explosion and terrific commotion in
the water, threw over his helm alrid
beat up to the scene. The whirlpool
in the water was subsiding slowly.
Once in a while a giant arm flapped
out of the water and spanked down
with terrific force.
The two Frenchmen of the crew of
the Good Mother cowered in terror.
expecting that they, too, would be
blown to atoms within a few 'mo-
ments.
But Mlorceni was unafraid. He had
seen the thing, and knew that what
the crew thought was some horrible
monster was nothing but a giant
squid. In spite of the storm. which
was beating furiously, the crew of the
Good Mother managed to pick up
AllanIt and Filipe—the others were
dead, killed by the explosion, or
stunned by it and drowned.
lso theissaw fra,ginents of the
giAnt cuttlefish strewn in the v.atet,
the arms still waving—the bod
blown to fragments—and the ink and
blood of the great fish dyeing the
storm-torn waters.
Ten minutes later they ran under
the lee of Timbalier Island into the
calm waters of Terre Bonne Bay and
were saved.
Then Filipe and Capt. Arbault told
their story. While running free be-
fore the rising wind they had seen a
dark object ahead which they thought
was the half hidden crest of a reef.
They had run upon the object, it had
exploded and their vessel was de-
stroyed.
THEATRICAL NEWS
Friday night "The Royal Chef."
Saturday matinee and night 
. ....... "Fabio Romani."
Popularity of Comic Opera,
The reason for the favor in which
comic opera or musical comedy is
now held is not far to seek. Primar-
ily, musical comedy is popular be-
cause it is new and because it is
pleasing. Like other fads, foibles or
fancies! it grew out of something
else, is an improvement, an advance-
ment, a refinement of something else
grown stale and of which the public
taste has wearied.
It is not in story alone that the
new species of musical play excels.
Musically, the new form is vastly
more pleasurable than the old time
grand opera. The _scores of the old
operas were "grand," or nearly so,
while the music of the modern music
play is mostly jingling, tinnient and
tinkling. This sort of thing may not
he as good for us as the old form,
but it is eminently more enjoyable. Is
it any wonder that musical comedy is
popular. The Herald Square Com-
pany has struck a popular chord in
reproducing some of the old time fav-
orites as musical comedies and by us-
ing some of the prettiest of the old
stores, some introduced numbers of
modern music and a barrel of fun
thrown in for good measure, has a
combination that is hard to beat.
They will present "Said Pasha" at the
Kentucky on Monday evening, Oct.
9th.
The Royal Chef.
Harry Rerm,en plays the.part of
Heinrich Lamphauser, the Chicago
alderman, in the new version of "Time
Royal Chef," which will be seen at
The Kentucky on Friday night. Mr.
Hermsen is in the very front rank of
Dutch dialect comedians, and his
work for the last few years has won
for him recognition in all lines of
work. New York first beard of Mr.
liermsen in "The Girl from Paris."
Later he played the part of Hans Nix
in "The Telephone Girl." Then he
went to California, and in San Fran-
cisco played & season of 98 consecu-
tive weeks there, which is probably
the record for any actor. In this
time he never missed a single perform
ance. He had a prominent part in
the "Louisiana" spectacle at the St.
Louis World's fair, and for this sea-
son the Messrs. Shubert signed him
for "Tin Royal Chef." Mr. Herrn-
sen is a good story teller and wears
an Elk's button.
The Ray of Naples and Vesuvius.
"La Belle Napoli," as its citizens
call their beautiful city, is worthy of
its name. Lying as it does in a grace
ful curve on the shorts of a lovely
bay, the blue waters of which rivals
the blue Italian sky above, it pre-
sents a picture for the artist. In the
background Mt. Vesuvius rears its
frowning height aloft. Few, com-
paratively speaking, can afford to visit
this charming spot. hut a graphic idea
of its beauties can be formed from
the elaborate scenery which graces
the production of "Fabio Romani,"
which comes to The Kentucky on
Saturday matinee and night. The
company brings with it from New
York all the paraphernalia and acces-
sories which made the great melo-
drama such a hit on its revival there.
The cast is one of uniform excellence
the costumes new and beautiful and
the mice-en-scene imaqualled by any
production now on the road.
TITLE IS NOT CLEAR.
Transfer of Stock by Hyde to Ryan
Attacked in the Courts.
New York, Oct. 3.—The transfer of
the stock of the Equitable Life As-
surance society from James H. Hyde
to Thomas F. Ryan was 'attacked in
an amended plea filed on Saturday
by Counsel Representative Herbert
G. Tull, of Philadelphia. Mr. Tull's
suit was to determine the ownership
of the surplus of the Equitable soci-
ety.
The amended plea stated that Mr.
Hyde could not give a good title of
the *32 sharee of stock to Mr. Ryan,
bec use it \Au memely held in trust
for
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THAT CONTRACT
MAYOR YEISER ADVOCATES
THAT A FRIENDLY SUIT BE
BROUGHT.
The Question Will Likely Be Raised
Before the Aldermen Tomorrosr
Night.
On 'being asked yesterday what he
thought of the muddle coming up
over the validity of the contract for
bitulithic and brick streets on Jeffer-
son street and Kentucky avenue,
Mayor Yeiser yesterday stated that
he had been giving the question much
thought, since there had been raised
by City Solicitor James Campbell',
Jr., the point that the..contract was
void, because it was let under an illeg-
al ordirance, and also from the fact
that the city council delegated- to the
board of works, without authority,
the right to designate what thorough-
fares should be in 'roved, and what
material should be utilized in the
re
-construction work.
"My idea is this," stated the mayor.
"I believe that now the questions
have been raised, the only course to
be pursued would be to let the city
file an exparte suit in the circuit
court, get the opinion of Judge Reed
in the premises, and then take it right
on to the appellate bench, which is
the 'highest tribanal in the state. This
would settle everything.
"Now the solicitor says that the or-
dinance is invalid under which the
contract was let. As to this I be-
lieve there is a moral obligation to
the contractors, as well as a legal
one, as the municipal authorities en-
tered into the contract with the bit-
ulithic people in good faith, and'
do not believe in giving them any
'raw deal.'
"In taking his stand the solicitor
says that the property owners cannot
be made to pay for the bitulithic,
brick or storm water sewer work, but
that it is probable the city will have
to stand for that work already done.
wherein the storm sewers have been
made. Now this is the very point on
rahich I base my desire for the ex
parte suit. The property owners
along these two streets are protesting
and claim they will not pay for the
work, and the solicitor says they can-
not be made to pay for same, while
the laywers for the contractors say
they can, hence it would be a good
idea all around for the city to file
the suit, pay all costs, and let the
courts settle the point in controversy.
This ex parte proceeding would
save money to the property owners
along these streets, as nearly all of
them claim they will not pay for
the work. I am for bitulithic, but
believe in givineall sides a hearing,
and not taking advantage of anyone.
There is no doubt but what the work
will have to stop shortly because the
contractors cannot carry it into the
winter time. This will lay matters
over until spring, and then by that
time the opinions of the court will
have been procured, and everybody
will know just exactly Where they
stand in the premises.
"In fighting payment of the work
the property owners will all have to
be sued, therefore if the city goes
on and at about $5o cost files the ex
parte petition, it would mean a big
saving to the citizens in the way of
costs for the respective suits the con-
tractors would file against them foe
their proportion of the improvement
cost."
From another source it is under-
stood that at tomorrow night's
meeting of the aldermen there will
be laid before that body the question
of instituting the ex parte proceeding,
so matters could he settled once for
all. A number of the authorities
have signified their desire to do this,
and that step will probably be the
outcome of the contentions, 'which
will leave everybody in an uneasy
state until some settlement is reach-
ed.
Lawyers Ragby & Martin, the legal
advisors of the bitulithic people, stat-
ed yesterday that they had loaked
over the contracts, ordinance, orders,
etc., and were of the opinion that
everything was legal, and had so ad-
vised their clients who were going
ahead and performing their part of
the work
PLEAD NOT GUILTY.
Wisconsin Officials Indicted in Mil-
waukee Arraigned in Court.
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 3.--(Thirty-
eight indicted),officials, against whom
are hanging Seventeen indietntents
returned by the last grand jury be-
foot Judge Brazee in the municipal
court, entered pleas in nearly every
case of not guilty. Included in the list
are thirteen former supervisors, seven
supervisors, a state senator, a state
assemblyman, an alderman, an ex-al-
derman and nine business inen.
The work of arraigning the defend-
ants was not concluded until a late
hour. Several of the defendants de-
manded an immediate trial. The case
pending, together with the list re-
turned by previous grand juries it ie
believed. will' require two or three
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EDGAR IW.1,WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTIME. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. FAS"
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOUlthiti. AND PFJCE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
lEDG R W. WIBITTEIROIUL. Paducah. ffite.
NEW GOODS
FOR
Fall and Winter
HAVE ARINIVED
An elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.
Make your selections now and
avoid the rush.
DIC1KE Cgb BLACK
MERCHANT TAILORS.
516 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid.
Dr. Childress
EYE, tAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and e.
Columbia Building.
Mon raiz Red.
 
.a•
Dr. Stamper,
Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
309 Broadway.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, :so
Nort liFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone z6ge
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o THE MAIN POINT.
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
"Now my—eh, dear young friends,"
sonorously began the Hon. Thomas
Rott, member of the legislature, ad-
dressing the scholars, to whom he
had been invited by their loving teach-
er to say a few well-chosen words,
upon the occasion of his visit to the
village school; "ambition, coupled
with untiring endeavor, will accom-
plish great things. The mind that is
always hopeful, confident and cow-
ageous, that is fully determined on its
set purpose, attracts from its sur-
rounding circumstances and oppor-
tunities favorable to that purpose—I
trust you follow me? To give you a
homely little illustration of what am-
bition will do when properly directed:
It has always been my ambition to
attain eminence. I was born of poor
but honest parents, and spent my ear-
lier years on a farm, growing up, as
you might say, almost between two
hills of corn; and now—but, first, is
there a child here who would like to
ask me a question—a question which,
perhaps, has long lain dormant down
deep in his heart, now to be aroused
by my remarks; an inquiry the an-
swer to which may possibly be of
great value to him? Ahl That bright-
eyed little lad there, who is gazing so
eagerly up at me—my boy, is there
anything you wish to ask?"
"Yaper returned the bright-eyed
one promptly. "It's your lowtr jaw
that moves most all the time, ain't
it?"—Pock.
Laying—Lying,
Two little fellows were bragging
of their respective possession. At last
one said:
"Our ben laid the biggest egg you
ever saw."
"That's nothing," said the other
lad " llify Grandpa laid a foundation
stone on Monday."
Low Rates to California.
From September m5, to 00•Otter 31,
the Illinois Central Railroad com-
pany will sell orne-way second-claas
tickets. to San Francisco, Los Ange-
les., San Diego, Cal, for $3400
). T n, Agt. Patliicah, Ky.
G. C. WerfkM, T.. A., Union Depot.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Time B. MeGregory,
Beaton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room its Fraternity Building.
New Phone tie. Old Phone 303.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 29 South Third street. I have
the nicest line c.f samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
A. S. D.A_BNEY,
--DE NTIS T—
Trueheart Building.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVER8
:so NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours It to so a. us-. z to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
immungymimpmam.,
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
sot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 496 Red; New Phone p.
Paducah. Kakiocky.
S. W. Arnold
Elie real estate agents, has Stymie
worth of city property for male aid
thirty-five farms; also three Wee.
Houses for rent.
Telephone, old. rtes.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 6—Rooms 203 and 204
Fraterity Building.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUICHEART BUILDING.
Both phone MS at the office, both
phones 24o at reaidenc. Office hours
7tOgLtn.1 to 3 p. m„, 7 to p.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE Teo NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
!Residence ag13 Office se.
D. 0. r)ARKas
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH. KY,
General Practice.
aoll-uso Fraternity Building.
Office also Park Bicrg, Mayfield Ky.
Subscribe for THE RE01.1101t:
•
EXCURSIONS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and beet
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
gocl rooms, etc. Boots leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to jell.
Roger, superintendent; Frank I..
Brown, agent.
-NOT/OE/
Highest price paid for secondhand
StoVes we.
FUrr2ittirte.
Buy anything and sell everything.
11111-220 Court street. Old phone 1316.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connectinia.
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLE,
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWY ERS
Rooms t, a and 3 Register Build-
ing. 523 -II Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones It.
a
E. H. PURYEAR,
ATTOR NE Y-AT-L AW,
Rooms and 6 Register Building,
523 1-1 Broadway, Pactcah, Ky.
New Phone sgo.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracling of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation arid
Real Rotate Law.
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORIVEYDAT"LAWI
nag 1-2 North Fourth Street, Upstairs
Commercial and Co-oper.stive
"liminess a Specialty.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
ROMS 13 and 14 Columbia Building.
Old Phone tog.
FLO URN 0 Y & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms To, II and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER--
Will practice in all courts of Ken-
tucky and Illinois,
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 326 Broadway.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone sus.
Residence, Sig Broadway.
Phone rag.
Office phone 25r, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 3o4-6 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Phone 10, 400 1-2 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
I Dry
 Hot Air. Baths given when is-
dicited.
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OPPORTUNITIES OF SUCCESS
• ARE GREATER THAN EVER.
1
4
JAMES J. HILL Railroad Magnate.
There are more opportunities today
than there are young men to take ad-
vantage of them. You say the coun-
try has grown larger, that life is more
complex, and that as a result the per-
sonal incentive has vanished in pro-
portion. Everything in that is per-
fectly correct except the conclusion.
The country is bigger and life is
more complex, but who will gainsay
that if the country has grown bigger
the opportunities have with it, and
that if life is more complex, it at least
results in a greater variety of oppor-
tunities.
A young man has always -had to
help make his opportunities, arid he
Must do that' today; as - ever. But
young men fail more nowadays than
they used to because they expect to
re-fp almost as soon as they itw. That
is the very great trouble with the
young men of the preseut. They ex-
pect opportunities to come to them
without application, or proper shap-
ing of things so that opportunities
will drift their way. You have to
keep your eyes open and catch hold
of things; they'll not catch hold of
you, as a rule.
'Energy, system, perseverance, these
are great components of success in a
young man's life, and with them he
is bound to succeed as well today as
he ever succeeded. He must have a
set standard of achievebent; he must
make up his mind what he is going to
do in the world, and then keep fight-
ing for this standard.
If a young fellow doggedly bucks
the world and circumstances without
sense or reason all the time he is lia-
ble to get nothing more than a sore
head. He must know how to take
advantage of opportunities—to use his
brains, in short. A young man who
has no brains ought to at least have
enough animal sense to find it out,
and learn to depend upon and get
what benefits he can from the brains
of others.
Of course, the biggest chance's do
not come to every young man. Some
are born to lead, must lead, if the
world's work is to go on properly.
Wasn't it Artemus Ward, who wrote
of that very funny regiment compos-
ed entirely of brigadier generals?
Well, that's the way the world would
be if everyone were a general. Men
must obey others, at least, if that is
the position in which destiny places
them.
But at least, the young man who
practices application, application, ap-
plication, will get everything that he
is fitted for, and maybe more.
Over Southweetern Kentucky.
(Fulton Leader, ad. )
0. D. McAllister and Miss Jem-
mie Weatherspoon, of Beelerton,
were married Sunday afternoon.
Clarence Johnson, of near Water
Valley, fad the misfortune to falb out
of a tree, breaking both of his arms.
The meeting at the First Baptist
church continues with increasing in-
terest. About 35 have confessed re-
ligion since the meeting commenced.
Mrs. West Browder, prominent
lady of the Palestine neighborhood,
who underwent an operation at the
Rudd sanitarium in this city Wed-
nesday, died at that place Sunday af-
ternoon at 5 o'clock.
Mayfield Mlonitor, ad.)
Mrs. Jasper Bell died this afternoon
at her home near Sedalia, after a long
illness.
Mn. Oscar Flood died Saturday at
her home near Spencer's chapel, after
an illness of typhoid fever. She
leaves a hatband and small child.
Somebody broke into the chicken
warehouse of Milton Jones Saturday
night and enticed away about twen-
ty-five roosters and one goose.
The band boys are hack. They hap-
pened in rather unexpectedly Sunday
mOrning. They are engaged to fur-
nish music for the Fair, which opens
here Wednesday.
,Bob Payne, after a rest of several
years, is back at his old tricks again,
handing out mail at the postoffice.
lie has taken the place of Leonard
Blalock. who has resigned. M. Bla-
lock will go to Fulton, thence to Par-
agould. Ark., to visit his parents.
The "all night prayer meeting" at
WOULD SE INCONSISTEN71.
Probable Reason for Gov. Hariley's
Refusal to Aid Gov. Herrick.
Indianapolis, Ind, Oct. .—Gover-
nor Hanley has declined the invita-
tion of United States Senator Dick,
chairman of the Republican state com-
mittee in Ohio, to take the stump in
that state for Herrick, who seems to
have the fight of his life to make this
fall.
While it is stated that "official du-
ties and public engagements already
scheduled make it impossible" for
Gov. Hanby to accept the invitation
an entirely different reason is being
pointed out. Gov. Hanly's refusal is
simply the easiest way out of an awk-
ward predicament, owing to the re-
versal of conditions in the two states.
In Indiana he posses as a reform-
er, not only as to public affairs, but
as to saloons. Thus if Hanly went
into Ohio he would have to support a
man who stands for the very things
which Hanley is supposed to oppose
in this state.
It has taken hini three months to
answer the invitation and it is hinted
that many of the "public engage-
ments," which include lectures for
personal gain, have been made since
he received the invitation to speak in
Ohio.
A Woman's Opinion.
"She says her husband's behavior
$t is due to the fact that he is insanely
jealous because of her beauty."
"I'm sorry for her lawyer"
"Why?"
"Because the jury will give a ver-
dict for 'her husband as soon as they
see her."—The Plain Dealer.
Surveyors are running lines for an-
other steam road through northwest-
ern Indiana—an outer belt line for
Chicago. Part of the road in Illi-
nois and Wisconsin has been con-
structed. The line will tap all the
railroads entering Chicago, and when
completed will be the third belt line
around Chicago.
the Baptist church Saturday night
was attended by many people. At 1
o'clock nearly 3oo were present and
about 171 persons remained all night.
The Sunday morning, Sunday after-
noon and Sunday night services were
attended by large congregations and
at the night service there were five
additions to the church.
Mrs. Maude Rogers, living in the
south part of the county, not far
from Wingo, tried to end her life by
hanging Saturday morning, but the
interference of friends made the effort
a failure. Mrs. Rogers is only 33
years of age, and had been married
for about a year. She is the daugh-
ter of Newton Luther, and a highly
respected woman. Ill health is said
to have been the cause of the at-
tempt at suicide.
(thyfield Messenger, ad)
M. Bob Gardner is able to walk
about his room, after Wag laid up
several weeks f• awl a brehen leg.
The many friends of Mr. Robert
Poynter will be glad to see him out
on the streets again today, after such
a close call for his life.
T. L. Srnth, of near Backnaborg,
Calloway county, passed through the
city Sunday morning on his way home
from New Madrid, Mo., where he had
been to attend the trial of Arthur
Miller, formerly of Calloway county,
charged with kiliing Richard LaPlant
near New Madrid some time last year.
The trial came up last week and went
to the jury Friday morning, but the
jury could not agree and was finally
discharged by the court. It is said
the jury stood five for murder and
seven for acquittal.
LOOK AT TH1C BOOK'S.
Accounts of the New York Life are
Being Examined.
New Yore, Oct. 3.—Ten account-
ants have begun an investigation of
the books of the New York Life in-
surance company, on behalf of the
following insurance commissioners:
R. Folk, of Tennessee; Zeno IL Host,
of Wisconsin: Thomas V. O'Brien, of
Mhnesota; H. J. Prewitt, of Ken-
tucky! and C. C. Pierce, of Nebraska.
The work of the accountants was di-
rected by two actuaries, W. J. Gra-
ham, representing Tennessee, and F.
S. Wolff, representing Wisconsin,
bennesota and Nebraska. C. F. Wof-
fard, of Tennessee and Examiner
Hines, of Kentucky, were in town to
help the actuaries.
It was stated that the examination
would occupy two months, and that
none of its disclosures would be
made public untib it was ended.
Good Fellowship vs. Cold Money.
Give a man a ten-cent c'gar and he
will love you for six hours; offer him
the ten cents with which to buy it for
himself and he will throw it in your
face. Give a man a pass to a show
and he will call you a good fellow in
all the languages at his disposal; of-
fer him the money to buy the ticket
and he will tali you a fool. Ask a
mite to your home to take "pot luck"
and he will jump at the chance; give
him two dollars and tell him to get a
good meal at a cafe with your com-
pliments and he will knock you down.
The dollar is mighty. Rays an optim-
istic Nebraska contemporary, but it
isn't warm. Nothing chills hospital-
ity and good fellowship more than the
touch of cold metal. You may spend
money on e friend, but you must not
ask him to touch it.
litsidence of the Senses.
"What was the numbsr of the au-
tomobile that Ten over your
"I cbon't know. I heard it, smelled
it and felt it—but I couldn't see it."
—Fliegende Blaetter.
Ergramie
MASS OF SORES
Ears Looked as if They Would Drop
Off— Body Entirely Covered with
Humor—Three Doctors Could
Not Cure—Child Grew Worse.
CURED BY CUT1CURA
IN TWO WEEKS
Mrs. George J. Steese, of ri C-oburn
8t., Akron, Ohio, tells in the following
letter of another of those remarkable
cures of torturing, disfiguring skin
humors daily made by Cuticura Soap,
assisted by Cuticttra Ointment,
after physicians, and all else had
failed: "I feel it my duty to parents
of other poor suffering babies to tell
you what Cuticura has done for my
little daughter. She broke out all
over her body with a humor, and we
used everything recommended, but
without results. I called in three doc-
tors, they all claimed they could help
her, but she continued to grow worse.
Her body was a mass of sores, and her
little face was eaten away, her ears
looked as if they would drop off.
Neighbors advised me to get Cuticura
Sure and Ointment, and before I hadhalf of the cake of soap and
box of ointment the gores had ell
healed, and my little one's face and
body was as clear as a new-bon: babe's.
I would not be without it again if it
cost five dollars, instead of seventy-five
cents, which is all it cost Its to cure
ow baby, after spending many dollars
me doctors and medicines without any
bessdt whatever,"
SLEEP FOR BABIES
Rest tor Mothers.
Instant relief and refreshing sleep
for skin-tortured babies, and rest for
tired, fretted mothers, in warm baths
with endears Soap and gentle anoint-
ing. with Cuticura Ointment, the great
akin care, and purest of emollients.
twat Drys • OnialLwin,r8O.=
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Splitting Hairs.
Years ago Rol < t M Sherman and
Perry Smith oi t,onnecticut were op-
posed to each other as advocates in a
very important case. Smith opened
with a foolish tirade against Sher-
man's character. Sherman thereupon
aroset and in a composed manner
said:
"I shall not discuss politics with
Mr. Smith before this court, but I
ans perfectly willing to argue ques-
tions of law, to chop logic, or even
to split hairs with Mai."
"Split that, then," excitedly said
Smith, at the same time extracting a
short, rough-looking hair from his
own head, and handing it toward
Sherman.
"May it please the honorable court,"
retorted Sherman, "I didn't say bris-
tles!"
Tell it Once a Day.
Tell a man once a month something
you think he ought to know, and in
the intervening twenty-nine or thirty
days he will forget it. Tell him once
a day, and he can't forget it.
The principal retailers know what
would happen to their business if
the ywere to drop their practice of
communicating daily with the public
and confine themselves to the pro-
mulgation of a monthly bulletin of
stale store news.
What is good for the retailers in
this instance is good for the whole-
salers and manufacturers.
There ought to be more manufac-
turers hammering persistently in the
newspapers day by day to make a
lasting impression on customers.—
Philadelphia Recood.
The Alternative.
Former Secretary of the Navy Jiohn
D. Long has a conviction that speech-
es are as much of a bore to the aud-
ience as they are to the speechmai-
era. "I Always fee) glad 'when called
upon to make a speech, however," he
said. "fog I, am in the position- of a
certain amateur actor. He was in all
the theatricals going in his small
town. He played all sorts of parts.
Sonic one asked him one day if he
did not get tired of taking part in
every private theatrical performance.
"'Yes,' said the young fellow: '1
don't like to act a bit; but I know if
I'm not on the stage I'll have to sit
in the audience."—Boston Herald
She Lisped.
Judge Parker is said to tell as a
favorite story the tale of a young
man in Savannah named Du Rose,
who invited his sweetheart to take a
buggy ride with him. The young wo-
man had a very fetching lisp. When
they reached a rather lonesome bit of
road, the young man announced:
"This is where you have to pay toll.
The toll is either a kiss or a squeeze."
"Oh, M. Du Both," exclaimed his
companion.—Philadelphia Public Led-
ger.
The report of A. S. Dodge, paymas-
ter general of the army, for tbe past
fiscal year shows that under the de-
posit system the amount deposited by
the men was $1,53t,cao. making a total
of $46,294,326 since the adoption of
the plan.
"Sunset"
Cox's Masterpiece x
+4 I i I laff-4-4-: •'e'+++++++++++++4•
"What a stormful sunset was that
of last night! How glorious the
storm and how splendid the setting of
the sun! We do not remember ever
to have seen the like on our round
globe. The scene opened in the west
with a whole horizon full of golden,
impenetrating luster, which colored
the foliage and brightened every ob-
ject in its own rich dyes. The colors
grew deeper and richer, until the
golden luster was transformed into a
storm cloud, full of finest lightning,
which leaped in dazzling zigzags all
around and over the city. The wind
arose with fury, the slender shrubs
and quaint trees made obeisance to
its majesty. Some even snapped be-
flare its.. force. The .atrawberry. beds
and grass plots 'turned up their
whites' to see Zephyrus march by. As
the rain came, and the pools formed,
and the gutters hurried away, thun-
der roared grandly, and the fire bells
caught in the excitement and rung
with hearty chorus. The south and
east received copious showers, and
the west all at once brightened up in
a long, polished belt of azure, worthy
of a Sicilian sky. Presently a cloud
appeared in the azure belt, in the
form of a castellated city. It be-
came more vivid, revealing strange
forms of peerless fanes and alabaster
temples, and glories rare and grand
in this mundane sphere. It reminds
us of Wordsworth's splendid verse in
his 'Excursion':
"'The appearance instantaneously
disclosed
Was of a mighty city, boldly say
A wildness of buildings, sinking far
And self-withdrawn into wondrous
depth,
Far sinking into splendor without
end.'
"But the city vanished only to give
place to another isle, where the most
beautiful forms of foliage appeared,
imaging a paradise in the distant and
purified air. The sun, wearied of the
elemental commotion, sank behind
the green plains of the west. The
'great eye in heaven,' however, went
not down without a dark brow hang-
ing over its departing light. The rich
flush of the unearthly light had pass-
ed and the rain ceased; when the sol-
emn church bells pealed; the laughter
of children, out in the air and joy-
ous after the storm, is heard with the
cariol of birds; while the forked and
purple weapon of the skies still dart-
ed illuminations around the Starling
College, trying to rival its angles and
leap into its dark windows. Candles
are lighted. The piano strikes up. We
feel that it is good to have a home—
good to be on the earth where such
revelations of beauty and power may
be made.
"And, as we cannot refrain from
reminding our readers of everything
wonderful in our city, we have be-
gun and ended our feeble etching of
a sunset which comes so rarely that
its glory should be committed to im-
mortal type."
A PRAYER TO LOVE.
Pray you, my master, let me keep my
dream,
Of all sweet things have I not been
bereft,
Of very youth, of very happiness?
Why should you covet this one fair-
ing left?
Nay, grant me this. What slave
could ask for less?
Pray you, my master, let me keep my
dream.
Pray you, my master, leave to me
this th'ng:
T, who was rich one day, today am
p001"
Beyond men's envying, save but for
this,
This dream for whose glad sake I
still endure;
All else you filched in that one Ju-
das kiss.
Pray you, my master, leave to me this
thing. I
Pray you, my master, let me keep my
dream,
0' Love, I gave it to you 50 much,
so much—
Desire of joy, yea, and desire of
tears—
Leave me this one dear solace in
my touch,
This little lamp to light the deso-
late years.
Pray you, my master, let rue keep my
dream.
—Theodosia Garrison.
A Dog's Life.
(Yonkers Statesman.)
"You have a child, I believe?" ask-
ed the manager of the stylish.board-
ing house.
"Yes; three years old," replied the
mother, gazing through her lorgnette.
"She will have to eat at another ta-
ble with the nurse."
"But my dog, may I bring him to
the table with me?"
"Oh, yes; there's no sort of objec-
tion to the dog!"
Public Service.
Citizen—Do you mean to say you
couldn't get along with less men in
your department?
Tammany C,onantissicmer—Not very
well; the election is so close in my
district that we need every vote we
can get. —Puck.
Lv. Paducah....
.4r. Carbondale..
Ar. Chicago.....
Ar. St. Louis—.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. sand, 1905.
South Bound.
Cincinnati 
Louisville 
Owensboro  .
Horse Branch 
Central City 
Nortonville 
Evansville 
Hopkinsville 
Princeton 
Paducah 
Paducah 
Fulton 
Gibbs, Tenn. 
Rives 
Jackson 
Memphis 
New Orleans 
North Bound,
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Anrive
Arrive
Arrive
New Orleans 
Memphis  
Jackson, Tenn 
Rives 
Gibbs  
Fulton
Paducah
Paducah
No. ism No. zo3
8:20 a.m. 6:oo p.m.
12:20 p.111. 9:40 Pm- 7:25a.m.
6:30 pan. *9 :ooa .m.
3:40 Pm- 12:o8' a.m. ix :o5a.rn.
3:55 P.m- :o.3 a.m. 12:30p.m.
4:37 p.m :40 am. :28a.m.
4:40 P.m 8:30a.m.
:2oa.m.
2:27 2 :35p.m.
No. 121
5:25 p.m.
fi:aia p.m.
6:45 p.m.
7:55 P.m
8:31 p.m.
8:39 P.m.
3 :40
3:45
4.50
5:1'7
5:23
7:15
10:30 p.m. 8:15
:00 a.m. 8:15
No. xca
7:10 p.m.
6:5o a.m.
9:42 a.m.
9:48 a.m.
 t000 a.m.
 
 xx :20 /MI.
 
 11:25 a.m.
12:39 pan.
3:50 ).m.
6:25 pm.
r:28 p.m.
2:05 p.m.
.3:00
4:55 pm.
5:35 Pm.
9:15 p.m.
Princeton  
Hopkinsville
Evansville  
Nortonville  
Central City 
Horse Brands
Owensboro  
Arrive Louisville
Arrive Cincinnati
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a .11).
a.m.
a.rn.
p.m.
No. ros
9:15
8:50
ro:ro
ir :58
9:15
12:35
1:43
1:48
3:o3
9:40
9:45
3:51
4:30
5:13
8:15
7:50
11:55
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
(North Bound.)
No. 306. No 374.
12:4op.ra. 4:20p.na.
8:40P.'10.
5-.30a.m, 8:osa.m.
8:05p.m. 7:o8a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m.
p
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m,
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
(South Bound.)
No. 305.
Lv. St. 1..0019. . . . :451.171.
Lv.
Lv. Carbondale. Ii :4oa.m.
Ar. Paducah..., 3:35p.m.
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE
(North Sound.)
iot-8o1
Lv. }-1006115W1lit IT :aoivm.
Lv. Princeton.. 2:35p.m.
Ar. Paducah CISPIn•
Lv. Paducah.... 7:sop.m.
Ar. Cairo  8:35P•Tn-
Ar. St. Lotis  7 :Assn
Ar. Chicago  8:o5a.m.
135-835
6 :aoa.m. Lv. Chicago . . . .
7:45Lna Lv. St. Louis ..
9-25a.m. Lv. Cairo 
9:3oa.m. Ar. Paducah 
Lv.
5:00p.m. Ar. Princeton  
9:3op.m. Ar. Hopkinsville
LINE.
(South Bound.)
122-822
6:aopyri.
9:40P•111.
6 ooa m.
7 a-m•
9 :29a.ln•
4:151:am
4:3011-nl.
6:oop.m.
8:3op.m.
_
No. 122
6 :ooa.m.
7:4oa.m.
7 :soa.m.
9:29a.m.
10:351.171.
It :3oa.m.
12:55p. in.
4:55P•m-
4:55P•m•
No. 375-
9:40P•rn.
6:2op.m.
7:o5a4m.
x36-836
9:45a-T11.
2:r5p.rn.
6:2op.m.
8:m p.m,
9:5op.m.
It :00p.M.
Trains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. Ala other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry thro ugh sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains to i and moo sleepers between Louisville,
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains fiot and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For further informs tion, address
J. T. DONOVAN, Gene ral Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
C. C MICARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
1.• 
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
••1
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDIt.R TO MATCH
FOR THE SrA.LL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARA SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY 154c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTI
FUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS LT 5c, toe, x5c, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, 
INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE 
COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. 
ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD 
EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE
-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL 
LINE
OF BEADING& ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE F
RAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DRO
OPING
PAPERS. AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF S
AMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGH
T AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONE'Y.
C.C.LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE
SCOTT BROS. & CO.'S CELE-
BRATED
Digh
Life flour
WinCX YOU WANT THE BEST.
Special to Farmers
We a•-. preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
S. T. R.ANDLE
Manager Real Estate Department.
Mechanics' & Fanners' Savings lank.
Room 3. Amer.-Ger. Nat. Bank.
THERE ARE SOME/ HEADS
THAT NEVER ISCIlt, AND
THERE ARE A GREAT MANY
THAT DO. THOSE THAT DO
NEED
REVALL HEADACHE WAFERS.
roc AND 25C; GUARANTEED.
SEE OUR WINDOW.
Watch Our Window
M'PHERSONS
Drug Store.
Wednesday Morning, Oct. 4, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
Mrs. E. L. itesides, osteopath,
609 1 -2 Broadvt ryh; Phones, Old r434
and New 761.
-The board of public works meets
this afternoon in regul•ar session at
the City hall.
-Messrs Rabb Noble and Joe Exall
will open their new commission house
beside Weaks Brothers on South
Second, instead of using the North
First street building Mir. Exall was in
before selling out to Willie ninnich.
-Mr. E. L. Huddleston has accept-
ed a traveling position with the
Sutherland Medicine company, an
left yesterday for Wiest Tennessee.
-Yesterday morning at the Del-
phic club meeting in the Carnegie li-
brary at Ninth and Broadway, the
ladies decided to this winter study
"The Women of France."
-Vernon, the eight months old
son of MY. Gray Barker, died of
congestion of the lungs at their home
in the Florence Station neighborhood
of the county. The child died Mon-
day night and was buried yesterday
at the Thompson cemetery.
Sick, accident and death benefits is
what the Columbian Woodmen gives.
Fine horse, buggies, furniture, car-
pets etc., to be sold by sheriff at
Fifth and Kentucky avenue, 2 p. m.
October 5th.
ALFALFA SPECIAL.
Comes Back Through Here Tomor-
row Morning From Cairo.
Yesterday morning at 7:46 o'clock
the "Alfalfa Special' got away from
here as scheduled, going down the
Memphis division as far as Fulton,
then up the main line to East Cairo.
It comes back through this city to-
morrow morning, over the Cairo di-
vision, en route tsaclv to Louisville.
Commissioner Vreeband of agricul-
ture, and the others aboard are stop-
ping ara4}- points addressing the
farmers on the cultivation of alfalfa
which displaces red clover.
Hoke Smith, of Cleveland's cabinet.
Ex-Governor Northern and Col. J. B
Frost, the fathers ei fraternal insur-
ance in the South, figured out t*
plan of the Columbian Woodmen
and avoided all the blunders of older
companies.'
Notice to Mothers.
In order to allow those who could
not be present at the opening the op-
portunity of seeing the special exhibi-
tion of boys' and children's apparel-
and the beautiful decorations-they
will remain on display for the rest of
the week. A few souvenirs remain-
ing will be distributed as long as they
last.
WALLERSTEIN BROS.
Notice to Property Owners.
The board of public works will in-
spect Wednesday afternoon at 3
o'clock the reconstructed portion of
the pavement on Third street from
Kentucky avenue to Adams street.
Any property owner desiring to enter
protest against the acceptance of the
work is requested to be present then
and there lnd state his reasons as
to why thtr work should not be ac-
cepted.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
WATER NOTICE
PATRONS OF THE WATER
COMPANY SHOULD REMEMBER
THAT THEIR RENTS EXPIRED
SEPTEMBER 30. THOSE WHO
DESIRE TO RENEW THEM
SHOULD DO SO BEFORE IT IS
FORGOTTEN. AS ALL PREMISES
NOT PAID ON OR BEFORE THE
TENTH OF OCTOBER WILL BE
SHUT OFF. ,
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Judge R. T. Lightfoot left last
night for Carbondale, IlL, to visit, his
mother for a few days.
Chief Clerk C. Irvin, in the office
of Supt. Slater at Louisville, is here
to install a new system id bookkeep-
ing at the Postal compa y's local of-
flee. Mr. Slater is the rintesul-
cut for that telegraph c fly.
Mir. Harry Tandy, of Frankfort,
yesterday returned home atcotnpanied
by his little daughter, Elizabeth, who
has been visiting Miss Emma Reed
at the Palmer.
Mr. Grover Land, the 'baseball play-
er, has gone to his home in Frank-
fort fo•.7 a visit.
Mr. J. E. Berger, of the independ
ent Telephone company, went to Ow-
ensboro yesterday.
Mr. Lem Ogilvie has returned from
sokuirning at Dawson Springs.
Mrs. Lee Rose has gone to Louis-
viHe for a 'vdit.
Mr. R. D. McMillan, of *he After-
noon Sun, yesterday returned from
St. Louis, where he was called by
the acLident his wife sustained by be-
ing thrown from a horse while out
riding, and fracturing her wrist.
Mr. J. D. Chamblee went East
yesterday to buy goods.
Mi-s Lelia Rider, of Dawson, is vis-
iting Miss Rosa Lou Gleaves.
Miesdames Lou Corlis and Hattie
Mollenkamp, of Metropolis, are vis-
iting their sister-in-law, Mrs. Mary
Bailey, oi Broadway near Ninth.
Prof. C. A. Norvell has gone to
Cape Girardeau, Mo., on business.
Mr. Clarence Coker is here from
Elizabethtostn.
Mr. Georrie Langstaff and family
returned yesterday from Wisconsin.
Mr. Taylor Fisher yesterday went
to Madisonville on business.
Mrs. Cook Husbands and Miss
Emma Reed have gone to Chicago
for a few days' visit.
Mir. T. P. Guedry and wife, of Ful
ton, have returned home after visit-
ing Mr. and Mr'e-. Tim Love4.
Mrs. James Mills, of St. Louis, is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Overstreet, of Clay street.
Mr. John Curd has resigned his
place as foreman of the News-Demo-
crat and goes to Louisville next week
tc open a job printing house for him-
self.
Lawyer James Eden has severed
kis connection with the Greer and
Eden law firm and shortly leaves the
City to locate elsewhere.
Dr. Carl Puryear has gone to Chi-
cago to enteredental college. He was
accompanied by his mother.
lass Bessie Loeser, of Milwaukee,
Wis., yesterday webt to Owensboro,
after visiting her brother, Mr. J. A.
Loeser.
Mr. T. A. Baker and
day returned from a six
to Bowling Green.
Miss Emma Knaus,
is visiting Mrs. Harry
West Jeffenion street.
Mr:. A. J
Mrs. Della Orange, are visiting at
Fancy Farm, Graves county.
Mrs. C. B. Harpole, of Evans-
ville, Ind., is visiting Mrs. Harry C.
Rhodes, of West Jefferson street.
Mr. Fred Wade is in Louisville on
business.
Mr. Oliver Sutherland is back from
visiting in Mayfield.
M. John Crider and wife are vis-
iting in Mayfield.
wife yester-
week's visit
of Evansville,
C. Rhodes, of
and daughter,
Wedding Announcement.
Mr. Charles Reed announces the
approaching marriage of his daugh-
ter, Miss Emma Reed, to Mr. E. P.
Noble. The wedding will take place
October 24th. •
John Grant Lawson, chairman of
committees and deputy speaker of the
house of commons, on his mother's
sicie is the grandson of the original
of one of Dickens' "Cheeryble
Brothers.'
Gov. Cox has decided to recall all
troops from the Tracy City, Tenn.,
mining district. The soldiers wilt be
ordered honie in small detachments.
November 11, 12, and 13 have been
decided upon as the dates for the an-
nual meeting of the Ohio Valley Im-
provement association at Cairo, Ill.
Secretary Root took charge of the
secretary of state office Monday-. Mr.
Bacon. his assistant, also went into
office.
Judge J. D. Tipton, of Mt. Sterl-
ing, Ky., is dead.
EXTEND TIME
LAWYERS WANT EXTENSION
TO SPECIAL COURT COM-
MISSIONER.
Mr. Corbett and Others Have Not
Yet Chosen Their Special Judge
-Big Suit at Srnithland.
Lawyer Bagby has written to
Judge Walter Evans, of the Federal
court at Louisville, asking the latter
to extend the time in which Lawyer
Campbell, Flournoy is to decide the
steamer City of Chattanooga bank-
ruptcy•case. Judge Evans selected Mr.
Flournoy as the special commissioner
and gave him until last Monday to do,
but he could not complete the matter
by then. As yet Judge Evans has
not been heard from.
Settle Short*
Hon. Hal Corbett and Lawyer
Campbeli Flournoy will shortly de-
cide what special judge shall try the
suit of Joe Smith against James P.
Smith and others. Judge Reed has
refused to try the proceeding and the
attorneys will designate some special
jurist to hear same.
Back Tax Suit.,
Tomorrow at Smithland before
the county judge there comes up for
trial the big back tax suits filed
against different tie and construction
companies by Sheriff Bush for sums
claimed due Livingston county as
back taxes by the companies, which
are the Ayer-Lord Tie company, T.
J. Mloss Tie company, and the
Bates Construction company. The
tie companies are sued for back taxes
on $265,000 worth of ties each owned
in that county, while the construction
company is sued for taxes in $5oo,-
000 worth of machinery and material
they had in Livingston county while
constructing the new Tennessee river
bridge for the I. C. The proceedings
all come up tomorrow.
Can Sell Stock.
Last year H T. Hessig borrowed
$3,000 from the City National bank,
and put up as collateral some stock
he had in the Nortonville Goal com-
pany of Nortonville, Ky. Afterwards
Hessig was forced into bankruptcy in
the Federal court by his creditors.
In the state court the bank seed Hes-
sig for the amount of the note he
owed them, and asked that the coal
company stock be put up for sale, the
proceeds to be devoted to paying off
the note. The state court ordered
this stock sold, and the bank bought
in the stock. The trustees of the
Facial court bankruptcy of Hessig
asked Referee Bagby in bankruptcy,
for ap injunction to restrain the bank
from selling this stock, on OS 'remand
that the stock should be fisted ear the
bankrupt court among Hessigis avail-
able assets, and the sale proceeds
equally distributed amongst the cred-
itors of Hessig. and not all tire pro-
ceeds go to settle the bank's note.
Mir. Bagby granted temporary injunc-
tion, but yesterday dissolved same.
and refused a permanent 
injunwhic'h means the bank ca  sell
stock which was hypothecated for the
note, and cannot be placed among
the list of assets in the bankrupt trib-
unal. 
•sr
"Safe and sane" insurance given
men and women at actuab cost in the
Columbia Woodmen. From $1,00R to
$5,00o. Investigate it.
THE RIM NEWS
Stages Yesterday 
Cairo 17.4 faU
Cincinnati ..... : .... al17.42 f l
Chattanooga ...
Evansville .... ...... 6.5 fall
Florence  0.1 stand
Johnsonville o.8 stand
Louisville 3.6 fall
Mt. Carmel  2.9 stand
Nash vill 
Pittsburg .... ........ 6162 rise
e  
7
2.7 fall
St. Louis 
Davis Island Dam 
Mk Vernon-Mission. 
13.7 fall
Paducah    5.5 fall
The gasoline boat Hazel has gone
to Dycusburg.
The Royal left yesterday for Gol-
conda.
The Charleston arrived from Eliz-
abethtown yesterday and leaves to-
day on her return that way.
Yesterday the towboat Jessie B.
passed here en route from Thebes,
POPULAR WANTS
WANTED-Good heavy woman to
ct as wet nurse. Apply at 1031
Trimble street.
FOR SALE-On North Sixth and
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
Inquire to18 Trimble street.
WANTED-To board four young
met in frivate family within two
blocks of postoffice. Address M.,
care this office.
FOR RENT-Five room cottage,
cheap to 'small family, suitable for
two families. Apply 624 Husbands
street, old phone 968.
FOR RENT: Second and third
floors of building on corner Third
and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
first floor suitable for business of-
fice at very reasonable prices. H.
Mama:Nen, Jr.
THE KENTUCKY
Telephone 548.
Friday Night Oct. 6
THE MESSRS SHUBERT
Present the
GLITTERING MUSICAL GAIETY
THE ROYAL CHEF
Direct from the Garrick Theater,
Chicago.
75-PEOPLE---75
Same Production, Big Company
Strong Cast, Funny Comedians,
Grand Beauty Chorus, Scenic and
Electrical Effects.
Song Hits, Sensational Symphonic
Sensations and the
A MERRY WHIRLWIND OF
MIRTIII AND MELODY.
Prices, 250, 35C, 50C, 75C and $1.00
and $1.5o.. Seats on sale Thursday at
9 a. IT
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
SATURDAY, OCT,
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
A Magnificent Production of
MARIE CORELLI'S
Most widely read novel, The Ven-
detta or
FABIO ROMANI
THE SEASON'S BEST PLAT
Pronounced Better Than
Monte Cristo
A Sloop° PRODUCTION
Eclipsing Everything in Its Varied
Originality.
THE FORERUNNER OF
SCENIC PRODUCTIONS.
Prices, night, asc. 35c, 5oc and 75c.
Matinee, children, me; adults, 25c.
Seats on sale Friday.
Ill., en route to Fairview, Ky., with a
cradle for the incline there.
At 5 o'clock this afternoon th,•r,
leaves for the Tennessee river the
steamer Clyde. She remains up that
stream until next Monday night.
The Henry Harley left yesterday
for Evansville and comes back again
tomorrow.
The Joe Fowler is the boat in to-
day from Evansville. She gets out
on her return to that place, immed-
iately after arriving here.
The Wlarren leaves this morning at
8 o'clock for Cairo and comes back
tonight.
The Buttorif yesterday left for $t
Louis.
The Bob Dudley comes in today
from Clarksville and immediately
leaves for Nashville, Tenn.
The City of Saltillo goes out to-
<14 bound from the Tennessee river
for St. Louis.
Mr. Jerry Corbett, of Eddyville, re-
turned home yesterday after spending
the day here with his mother on
North Sixth street.
Messrs George C Thompson,
James Utterback and Dick Rudy left
this morning for Louisville to attend
the State Bankers convention.
Two men wale blown into frag-
ments by an explosion at the Aetna
Powder and Cdyicerin works at
Miller's Station, Ind.
When You're Hot and Tired
THERE IS NOTHING THAT WILL MAKE A NEW
"MAN OF YOU SO QUICKLY AS
Belvedere
Che Master Brew
THIS PERFECT BEER COOLS AND REFRESHES AND
STRENGTHENS. IT BUILDS UP BODY AND BRAIN.
IT'S A DELICIOUS DRINK, A FOOD AND A MEDI-
CINE ALL ROLLED INTO ONE-NOTHING LIKE IT
EVER BREWED.
ASK FOR BELVEDERE, THE MASTER BREW, AND
SEE THAT YOU GET IT.
paduca6 Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
THE OLD RELIABLE PAWNBROKER IS NOW OPEN FOR SUSI.
NESS AT 211 BROADWAY.
WATCHES.
roo 7-jewel Elgin Watches for
$3.50; 50 7-jewel Elgin Watches
in ro and 20 year cases, for
$6.00 and $7.50; so 21 and 23
jewel watches, such as the Bun
Special, Street Special and
Crescent Street, worth $35 to
$55.00; sale price $18 to $29.5o.
OVERCOATS
zoo Overcoats to be sold re-
gardless of cost or value: 300
unredeemed Overcoats worth
from $6 oo to Sao oo. go at $3 co
to Sc 50.
GUNS AND PISTOLS
A fine line of Guns and Pistols
to be sold at the very lowest
prices Also a large stock of
unredeemed guns and pistols to
be sold at your own price.
SHOES
We have 1,000 pairs of new, up-
to-date Shoes to be sold regard-
less of cost or value. zoo pairs
of unredeemed shoes, worth $3.50
to $5. oo ; sale price, $1.50 to $2 . so
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
zoo Fiddles, worth from $6 oo to
25.00, to be sold for $3 50 to
$12.50. too Guitars, worth from
$5 oo to gz5.00. Sale price. $x.
to $9.5o. so Accordeons ranging
in price from $4.5o to $15 oo;
sale price, tri.50 to $7.50.
CLOTHING.
1,000 Pairs Pane, all new and
up-to-date goods, all $1.50 pants.
Sale price, 98c; all $2 .00 and
lo so pants go at $1.48; all
and $4 oo pants go at $2.79; all
our $4.50 and $6.00 tailor-mads
Pants go at $3.48. zoo coats and
vests 't4? be sold regardless of
cost or value.
BEN MICHAEL.
STORE WILL BE OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL 9:312.
-all
USE KEVIL'S
Aristocrat flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
CA,Kgr Seri4 ekil
At "E. Central Business College
306 Broadway, rADUCAII, KY.
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE TODAY BEFORE
YOU GO ELSEWHERE
s'-ists+44.4-+
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNER.
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
11:30 UNTIL 2 P. M. a
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e. it:30 to a.
If
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385-Residence 1696
-
N11111111111111.111111111111111111111111111111/ 
it
FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co.
1NCOR.PORATILD.
Both 'Phones 295. Prompt Delivery Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
5.
Standard,
Register,
AIR
Gen. Go
Not
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